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Students generally learn science from textbooks that promote rote

memorization of "final fonn"science. Leaming science this way, however,

tends to "turn off'students who then soon become bored. This thesis argues

that students c?n gain an understanding of science that goes far beyond the

memorization of facts, principles, and laws. How this can be accomplished is

partly suggested by the findings of the history and philosophy of science.

These disciplines present science as a dynamic enterprise that depends on

imaginative thinking and cooperation between scientists. Moreover, research

clearly suggests that there is a parallel between the historical development of

scientific concepts and theories and how students learn science. This parallel

provides clues as to how students can be shown to make real world

connections to the science learned in the classroom.

Lessons \ilere designed to follow the historical development of the

Theory of Plate Tectonics and these lessons are described in the case study.

Students modelled the scientific comnnrnity by doing team research. The

feedback from the students is given, showing an enthusiastic response to the

unit and indicating an increased understanding of the scientific enterprise.

This case study illustates the importance for science teachers to understand

the history and philosophy of science so that they can present a more dynamic

view of science for their students, with real world connections.
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Chapten 1

trntroduction

Students frequently lose interest in science because of the

memorization of infonnation that is often required on tests and exams. In my

first class this year, when two students were gtven the textbook and they saw

the Periodic Table on the inside back cover, they asked me "Do we have to

memorize this?". Most students view the textbook as a list of facts that often

makes no sense to them. Their way of coping with this incomprehension is to

memorize the main points in order to reproduce them on tests. Do students

gain a better understanding of scientific knowledge and the scientific process

by having a teacher apply a dynamic historical pedagory which goes beyond

ttre memonzanon of "final form" science?

The word science has many different psanings to people, depending

on their educational and personal view of the world. It is impossible to define

science in a few words, and "even philosophers [of science] disagree on the

details of a general definition of science" (Williams and Stinner, 1993, page

1). Matthews states that "Scíence is a peculiar way of thinking about, and

investigating, the world; the procedures of science need to be leamt as much

as its findings" (1994, page 28). students, howeveç often see science as a

difficult subject at school because it contains too many concepts.

Most teachers tend to rely on textbooks for teaching science

(Denny,l983; Yore,199l; Yager, 1992; Stinner,1996) in an effort to cover the

necessary material outlined in the curriculum, or in order to prepare students

for the next level of schooling (Yager, 1992). Moreover, science textbooks
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generally promote the idea of "final form" science @uschl, 1990), which

often leads to rote memorization on the part of the students @enny,1983;

Linn, 1992; Stinner,1996). I have noticed in my own teaching experience that

students often approach science with the idea that they will memorize the

information givør in the text because they feel it is too difficult to understand.

According to a Newsweek article "Rx for Learning-There's no secret about

how to teach science" (Begley et al, 1990):

. - Eduoators take children who demand j1$lhy?11-asd llHorv?", who poke
and drop and squeeze like the most exuberant experimenters - and tum
them offto science completely and irreversibly, As Nobel Prize-
ç,inning-physicist Leon Lederman of the University of Chicago puts it,
schools take "naturally curious, natural scientists and manage to beat
the curiosity right out of them." Along with the cuiosity goes the
interest. By third grade, half of all students don't like science; by
eighth, 80 percent dislike it. (page 55)

The problem is that "most schools still teach science by lecture, textbook and

memorization" ...even though "the best way for students to learn science is to

have them do science"(page 55). Stinner (1992) discusses this problem in his

article "Science Textbooks and Science Teaching: From Logic to Evidence".

He states that science teaching "has been a textbook-centered affair in the

English-speaking world since Whewell's textbooks appeared in the 1820's"

and that "teachers seem to emphasize the finished product of 'scientific

fact"'. The students then become "üapped by the efficiency of memorizing

the 'scientific fact"', and he firrttrer argues that students "see little connection

between their ideas about the world and what they leam in science textbooks"

(page 2). I will call these connections "real world connections".
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Warren (1994, page 44) mentions a simila¡ problem in medical

education, namely the "need for memorization of too many facts, which has

been a pitfall of many a curricuhm", and the "passive obtaning of knowledge

by the students from the popular staffperson's handout of Xeroxes is to be

deplored". Further, the article quotes Eisenberg as saying: "The fact is that

medical educatibn, far from being 'too scientific' suffers too rnuch from

memorizing evanescent 'facts' and too little on science as a way of framing

questiensand-gath€shg-evidence.'iþage 43) Warren suggests using a small

group model for teaching medical students that will encourage the teamwork

necessary in practice, and the use of "the rich resouces of the library" (page

44). This teamwork model for the science community is used by Finkel

(1992) in her classroom plans, and will be incorporated into my classroom

practice and described later.

More than thirty years ago, Schwab commented that "our publics

[mustJ become cognizant of science as a product of fluid inquiry, understand

that it is a mode of investigntion which rests on conceptual innovation,

proceeds through uncertainty and failure, and eventuates in knowledge which

is contingent, dubitable, and hard to come by" (1960,page 5). He

complained that science was being t¿ught as a rhetoric of conclusions rather

than as a fluid scientific inqutry. Science textbooks tend not to show this

"fluid inquiry" nature of science, so it becomes the responsibility of the

teacher to ensure that the students see the developments or evidential

reasoning in science that led to the information given in the textbook. It is

especially important for students to see the development of the big theories in

science like Newton's theory of universal gravitation or the theory of
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evolution, including and discussing many of the dead ends that are often

encountered in the resea¡ch (V/atson and Crick's füst model for DNA, for

example).

Research suggests that teachers shòuld present science in a historical

context so students can develop an understanding of the concepts rather than

seeing only the final product to memorize (Kauffinan, 1989; Mtrtin, Kass and

Brouwer, 1990; Brackenridge, 1989; Stinner, 1993;Luhl, 1990; Benchma¡ks,

1993)- Williamsand Stinner.(1993) state "there is avigorous attempt on an

internæional level to explore \ilays to intoduce the history and the philosophy

of science into science teaching" (page 48). A good example of a connection

to the classroom would be having the students follow the historical

development of the Theory of Plate Tectonics right up to the present day and

in doing so gain an appreciation and understanding of how science works.

Cavalli-Sforza,Weiner, and Lesgold (1994) argue that:

discussion about historical and contemporary scientific controversies is
a route towards students'understanding of scientific knowledge as

interconnected" tentative, subject to revision, and established by the
work of many faltible people engaged in practices that students
themselves can attain to [sic] and embedded in a community. (page

5e5)

The classroom practice that will be described in Chapter 3 wilt be designed

with this quote as a guide. I will describe an attempt to incorporate the

historical development of one of the big scientific theories into classroom

practice. A detailed account of the classroom events and responses from the

students will be gven, including sarnples of their work. The literature

suggests using one of the big theories of science. I chose the Theory of Plate
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Tectonics which is outlined in the Grade 9 Science Curriculum Guidelines in

Manitoba. Essentially, the Theory of Plate Tectonics states that the Earth's

crust is broken into many pieces called plates which are in const¿nt motion,

causing earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and mountain building. The unit on

Plate Tectonics is the second one that I teach, after staming with the

Chemistry unih

The textbook Science Dimensions 9 by Heath (1993) presents the

Theory of Plate Tectonics partia[y from a historical perspective. Therefore, I

decided to use the textbook as a refersnce along with other sor¡rces to guide

the students through the development of the theory.

Duschl also advises that "an understanding of the growth of scientific

knowledge is best obtained through an understanding of the development of

scientific theories" (1990, page 7). The students need to see the

accumulation of evidence in support of a given theory, and follow it from its

begirnings rather than start with the finished product as most curricula do.

He recomrnends that "Each school yeal, a minimurn of one instructional unit -

for¡r to six weeks of instn¡ction - should focus on the context of discovery.

The best theme or context for such an instnrctional unit is one of the theories

scientists embrace as a central component of their discipline."(page 11) He

also challenges science teachers "to design science instruction that reinforces

rather than ignores what we intuitively know will happen to scientific

knowledge - that it will change." (page 5) Elizabeth Finkel answers this

challenge with her article "Philosophy of Science in the High School

Classroom: An Example" (1992), and she lists four implications that will be

described in more detail later namely:
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1) it is possible to combine science content with the nature of science,

2) students are capable of asking questions about the nature of science,

3) the teacher's role does not have to be that of disseminator of infonnation,

and

4) students should be allowed to participate in knowledge construction. (page

307)

Nadeau and Desautels (1984) specifically advise teachers to set up their

classrooms in such a way that the¡r will reflect how science works today.

They make the following four suggestions :

1) The students in the class constitute a microcosm with characteristics
resembling those of the scientific community.

2) The students are divided into teams of two or tlree, representing
research groups.

3) Decisions as to the validity of the models are made by the entire

soup.

4) The teacher acts as group leader and promotes discussion of the
epistemological aspects of the exercise. (page 34-35)

I v¡ill try to follow these suggestions and use them as a guide in setting

up the Plate Tectonics unit, while keeping a historical perspective. The

sfudents will become "research scientists" working in groups to examine the

accumulating evidence that is available in support of the theory. One of the

goals of this unit will be to impress students with the idea that scientific

research is an ongoing process, and that the textbook reports are limited by

the information available at the time of publication. Another important goal
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of the unit will be to make science more "real", with connections to the real

world, and to have the students model the science community by working in

tenms.

The following three ideas were rmportant süands that followed through

the lessons in the case study:

1) History - The lessons were arranged in a chronological fashion as much as

possible, starting with early maps of the world and the geological age of the

earthleading up to present day inforrration.

2) Teams - The students were put into research teâms for the unit and gven

research questions to investigate and report on to the rest of the class. They

did some individual assignments also, working with other team members.

3) Real V/orld Connections - The students in Manitoba experience very little

earthquake or volcanic activity, so efforts will be made to make the unit more

"real" for them. Examples include a trip to the University of Manitoba to see

the seismic vault, and the use of recent newspaper clippings and upto-date

Intemet data.

The limit¿tions of the study are set by the school where I teach which

is located in suburban Winnipeg near the University of Manitoba. I teach 3

classes of Senior I (Grade 9) students in a large junior high school of about

600 students. The students are mainly from middle class families with a keen

interest in doing well at school and going on to post-secondary education.

The classroom activity of plotting the recent earthquake data requires

Internet access. The infonnation can be found by the teacher on one computer

with a modem and then copied for the students, ¿ùs w¿ls done in this case

study. If a computer lab is equipped with modems and Internet access, then
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the students can look for their own lists of earthqake data to plot. The U of M

field trip to the Wallace building to see the seismometer was worthwhile and

may be difficult for other teachers to arrange if they are not in the city.

The significance of the study for the students will be partially revealed

in the answers and responses to the survey questions given out at the end of

the unit and documented in the Chapter on Evaluation. The significance to me

as a teacher of science has been the profound shift that occurred in how I now

approach my classes. This profound shift will be fi¡rther discussed in the last

chapter. The significance to teachers, o¡ the other hand, will be in the

reading of this thesis and perhãps considering an apptication similar to mine

in the classroom.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

There have been many books and articles written about the history and

philosophy of science, but little has been '¡¡ritten about ways to include the

history and philosophy of science in classroom practice. The following

references æe examples of the literature available on the subject. The most

representative writrngs that covered both the philosophical and practical

aspects of science edrcation used in this thesis are those of Kuhn, Nadeau

and Desautels, Stinner, Duschl, and Finkel.

Thomas S. Kuhn, in his influential book The Structure of Scientific

Revolutions (1962),proposes a radically new understanding of how scientific

ideas evolve. The article by Robert Nadeau and Jacques Desautels (1984),

made available by the Science Council of Canada, discusses Kuhn's impact

on our understanding of the nature of science and gives several exarnples of

appropriate classroom activities that relate to the ideas of Kuhn. More

recently, Duschl contribr¡ted significantly to science education in his

Resûrrcturing Science Educatron (1990) about The Importonce of Theories

and Their Development. He argues that the historical development of

scientific theories should be taught, rather than just the finished scientiñc laws

or models resulting from years of scientific research. Duschl discusses the

learning of four scientific theories concerning Matter (Chemistry), Motion

@hysics), History of Life on Earth (Life Science) and Moving Plates (Earttr

Science). His discussion on the development of the Moving Plates Theory is

relevant to what I later planned for the students in my classroom practice.
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Locally, Dennis A. Hodgus wrote a Master's thesis, under the supervision of
Art Stinner at the University of Manitoba (1992), in which he argued that the

evidence given in Science textbooks is generally insufficient for the students

to follow the historical development of scientific theories My work should

be seen as being a continuation of his research, using practical applications.

Finkel describes her incorporation of the chailenge from Duschl into the

classroom during a swruner school session in science. The last few articles

cited in this literature review will have examples or suggestions for actual

classroom activities,

Thomas Kuhn presents a picture of science, consisting of three stages,

namely "preparadigm", "nonnal" science and "revolutionary" science.

"Preparadigm" science refers the intuitive ideas that precede the development

of a large theory, such as the idea put forth by Francis Bacon in 1620 that it

looked as if South America and Africa fit together like puzzle pieces and may

have been connected at one time. "Normal" scie,nce includes all of the

information gathered at any grvEn point in time þ scientists, and believed to

be correct such as the Theory of Plate Tectonics as it is known today.

Moreover, the information would promote a certain way of looking at science

that can be further identified as a particular paradigp. Mitlar (1939) states

that if "Kt'hn is correct, scientific creativity comes, not from encouraging

learners (especially in the early stages) to think divergently, but from steeping

them in the current paradigms. Leanring science then is learning'nonnal

science"'(page 591). When fundamental problems and anomalies that do not

fit into "normal science" persist and accumulate, than a "revolution", or a

paradigm-shift, occurs and a new theory may eventually appear. According
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to Stinner and Williams in Notes for a Science Curriculum Refonn : "Science

educators are now promoting Kuhn's pichre of science - pre-paradigm,

normal science, revolutionary science - a valid, personal, imaginative and

dynamic science." (1995, page 8) Chapter 3 will describe an attempt to

incorporate the pedagogical applications of "normal"science and

"revolutionary'science into the classroom. The students will first be exposed

to "pre-paradigm"science with the continental drift ideas of Alfred Wegener

being rejected for the fixed eanh model of the early 1900's. The

"nomal"science phase then will comprise the entire Theory of Plate

Tectonics as it is understood today. The "revolutionary"science phase of

Plate Tectonics Theory is the paradigm shift that occurred following World

War tr when overwhelming evidence \M¿ls obtained from new technologies to

support the continental drift idea that was first proposed by Alfred V/egener

in the early 1900's.

Kuhn identifies two aspects of scientific history which he calls intemal

and external. He calls intemal history the content of the discipline, ffid

describes external history as the study of the activities of scientists as a social

group in the context of a larger cultr¡re. Kuhn seems to recommend that

educators should include the history of science in their lessons, but in fact

does not give any ideas on how this is to be done. Kuhn argues that science

textbooks "systematically disguise" the history of science (page 136).

Argptng furthsr along (trhn's lines, one could say the students may miss the

sense of how scientific theories are the product of a historical setting, and

may not gain an appreciation for the struggle involved in the establishing of

these theories. If students are to understand the workings of science, they
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need to be exposed to the revolutionary changes in scientific history, as well

as the "normal" science that follows such a revolution.

It is noteworthy that on one hand, Kuhn praises textbook-centered

teaching because it has been successful in producing scientists steeped in the

"nomal" paradigm, but on the other hand he condemns it as "not well

designed to produce the man who will easily discover a fresh approach."

þage 166)

The widely used discussion paper "Epistemologr and The Teaching of

Science" by Nadeau & Desautels begins with a refere¡rce to Kuhn and his

picture of the scientific enterprise. The authors describe a development

towards a revitalization of science teaching by having students develop their

own scientific models to explain phenomena in order to become more aware

of the nature of scientific activity. Nadeau and Desautels state their

hypothesis this way:

By gving insufficient thought and attention to the nature of,scientific
knowledge and the conditions under which it has been developed,
science teaching reinforces beliefs and m¡hs that are inherent in
scientistic ideology. (page 8)

Nadeau and Desautels atternpt to answer two questions in the

discussion paper:

The first question we will deal with is that of the nature of the beliefs
inherent in this ideology. We must also ask how we can interest high
school students in the epistemologcal aspects of science and
encourage them to examine their own thinking. (page 8)

Nadeau and Desautels then go on to describe a map making activity

ttrat I will use to inroduce this unit to my students. The questions that they
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recommend using wrth the map activity will be found later in Chapter 3.

In his book Restructuríng Science Education (1990), Duschl discusses

many interesting ideas for the classroom science teacher. What is significant

for this thesis is his emphasis on the development of theories in science, as

indicated in the subtitle of the book The Importance of Theories and Their

Development. 'He sûesses the importance of what the history and philosophy

of science have to say, and the need for classroom teachers to avoid teaching

what he calls "final form" science (often also referred to as "products of

science"). The word "restructuring" is used in reference to scientific theories

and scientific leanring. He draws parallels between the development of

science knowledge over time and how science concepts ate learned.

Research strongly suggests that students' conceptual development is similar

to the historical development of scientific theories. Duschl agrees with Kuhn

that it is especially drfficult 1s impart a sense of history to science students,

because they already "know the right answe,Ís" (Kuhn, page 62).

Duschl then goes on to discuss two components of science called the

"context ofjustification" and the "context of discovery", ideas he has

borrowed from the earlier writings of the pbilosopher of science Hans

Reichenbach (Salmon et al,1992, page 143). The "context ofjustification"

involves the gathering of evidence and establishing the validity of that

evidence. The "context of discovery" involves the historical context, the

orign and evolution of ideas, much along the lines discussed by Kuhn. Both

contexts can be identified in the Theory of Plate Tectonics in the events

following World War II, that resulted in a significant shift from the ideas of

continental drift to the presentþ accepted Theory of Plate Tectonics.
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Continental drift was based on the notion that the continents were moving

(drifting) as separate land masses (boats) floating in the ocean. The new

technolory developed during World War II produced astonishing new

evidence for plate tectonics after the war. Newer rocks in the middle of the

Atlantic were getting progressively older towards the continents, for example,

indicating that the sea floor was somehow involved" not excluded, from the

process of moving continents. It was found that the Earth's crust is broken up

into many pieces called plates. Most of the plates include a continent which

gives the plate its name, such as the North American Plate, but the largest

plate is the Pacific Plate which i5 almost entirely under water. Alfred

Wegener only saw evidence of the continents moving, and r¡rissed the Facific

Plate because the technolory was unavailable to him at the time. The term

continental drift, therefore, no longer adequately describes the process we

now call plate tectonics.

Two types of technolory developed during World War tr to hack

submarines (magnetometers and sonar) were used after the war to investigate

the sea floor. Scientists who were expecting to find a fairly level and thick

layer sf 5çdiment on the sea floor \ilere surprised to find mountain ranges

circling the g;lobe instead. The magnetometers found magnetic stripes on the

sea floor that could not be explained using the fixed ea¡th model that was

generally accepted at the time. This new inforrnation indicated to scientists

that the sea floor was definitely involved in the crustal movement taking place

on Earth, and is an example of the "context of discovery". The "context of

justification" then would involve taking a closer look at the evidence and

understanding how the evidence supports the present Theory of Plate
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Tectonics.

Duschl goes on to describe the commonly held notion that science has

two faces called products (concept instruction) and processes (investigative

procedures). He argues, however, that what is missing from most science

lessons is "the chain of reasoning that has brought us to this point of

understandind'(page l0). He says:

As the processes of science used in gathering and evaluating scientific
evidence become more sophisticated, the need to establish a curriculum
that examines the chain of reasoning that has brought us to this point
gains in importance. Each school yotr, a minimum of one instnrctional
unit - four to six weeks of instruction - should focus on the context of
discovery. The best theme or context for such an insfuctional unit is
one of the theories scientists embrace as a cental component of their
discipline. (page 11)

Duschl challenges science teachers "to design science insû-uction that

reinforces rather than ignores what we intuitively know will happen to

scientiñc knowledge - that it \Mill charrge" (page 5). Elizabeth Finkel uses this

quote as the basis for her classroom practice and I would like to meet this

challenge in my classroom. The r¡nit on Plate Tectonics Theory ends with the

students reading recently published information, taken mainly from Earth

magazine. One example is found in the May 1993 Earth magazine which

contains an article called CAT Scanning the Earth By Jim Dawson which

describes evidence of huge areas of hot and cold rock being found as deep as

450 miles underground. This changes slightty the model of the earth's

struchre that most books contain, and supports the notion of convection

currents in the mantle causing the movement of the plates.
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Dennis Hodgins, while a graduate student working with Art Stinner at

the University of Manitoba, recently looked at the notion of evidence in

science textbooks in his thesis "The Notion of Evidence in Science

Textbooks" (1992). He argues that textbooks usually present the products of

science @uschl's "final form science") and give the students insufficient

evidence that led to the products. He recommends that science textbooks

report how and why science changes over time. I will interpret his

recommendation to mean that good science teaching includes the history of

science, or the historical development of scientific ideas. Hodgins firther

argues that students should be given the opportunity to evaluate the evidence

that supports any gtven theory so that they may understand "the scientific

enterprise" better (page 106). His specific recommendations for teachers

include becoming familiar with the history and philosophy of science in order

to better present the curriculum to the students. He also recommends that

resource materials such as Scientific American and docr¡mentaries such as

The Double Helix be used in classroom instn¡ction (page 107). Following

Hodgins' suggestims, I used Earth magazines and the Imax film The Blue

Planet in the lessons in the classroom. In addition, the students used many

other sources of evidence such as the CD-ROM Plate Tectonics. The role of

the textbook changed from the only source to one of many. The text

contained a good historical account of the development of the Theory of Plate

Tectonics, but we delved even further into its history using other sources.

Nussbawn compares the historical development of scientific ideas to

science students' concept development in his article "Classroom Conceptual

Change: Philosophical Perspectives" (1989). He tries to "show the
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importance of this analory on a higher level - that of understanding the

process of conceptual change in general among students" (page 530) .

Nussbaum discusses the alternative philosophical frameworks for studying

the history of science, and summarizes them on the following chart. This

chart is very helpful and clearly shows the relationship between the main

philosophies of science and suggests that the history of science plays a central

role in clarifring these relationships.

¡¡ovifc¡
\¡l
fraæwoct
(o.
tl{
r9.r
æ

Figure l. Alteroative philosophical frameworts for studling the history ofscrence' 
þage 531)

Nt¡ssbar¡m states that, "constnrctivis¡n is today's generally accsptd

philosophical süeam" for understanding conceptual change among students.

Srmply put, constructivrsm compares the conceptual changes among studerits,

to what happens to scientists during their conceptual çhange. Nussbaunn

explains that "the Constructivist approach in teaching require(s) that both the

teacher md the curricular activities help the students to actively constnrct

in the ¡orè-zt-t¡ tLc 7cùt;a oþz/

"15\
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their own meaning of the material under study" (page 537). He then

continues:

My educational experience suggests that if a problem regarding a

nattual phenomenon is raised in a stimulating manner, and if it is then
followed by a discussion of students' beliefs and by open debate, then
even young children or those considered educationally disadvantaged
would demonstate genuine intellectual enthusiasm and good
¡sassning. Under peer pressure, the student's attempts to adapt the
formulation of their beliefs could lay the basis for conceptual change.
(pase 537)

Derek Hodson explains the shift away from fs¿çhing science as a

"body of established knowledge toward science as a human activity, with

increasing emphasis on experience of the processes and procedures of

science" , in his widely cited article "Toward a Philosophicall]¡ More Valid

Science Curriculum"(1989, page 19). Hodson states that actual classroom

practice tends to be more teacher directed than the activity-based curriculum

would describe. He argues that "discovery"- based leaming without any prior

conceptual framework is largely ineffective. Following Kuh& he describes

science as "pre-paradigm", "normal", and "revolutionaÍy", and he looks at

ways to pedagoglcally apply Kuhn's ideas to scierice programs. The role of

the scientific theory in the classroom is then discussed, along with the

fimctioning of the scientific community.

Michael Matthews presents a similar argrunent in his book Science

Teaching - The Role of History and Philosophy of Science (1994). He states

that an increased role of the history and philosophy of science in science

teaching should lead to a better understanding of the cultural, social and

philosophical dimensions of science and science subject matter being taught
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and leamed better. He recornmends that the organization of the curriculum be

gulded by the history of science. He looks at the history of science teaching

and the failure of refonns during the 1960's, 1970's and 1980's to have the

expected effects. One reason that Matthews gives for the failure of the

reforms is that'oScience was taught as a rhetoric of conclusions, to use

Schwab's teiln, and the fluid nature of scientific inquiry and conclusions was

seldom apparent." (page 19) Matthews then reconmends inclusion of the

history and philosophy of science in the classroom, and gives a detailed

account of the study of the motion of the pendulum as an example. F{e claims

that the pendulum case provides "a wonderfrrl opportunity to leam about

science at the same time that one is learning the subject matter of science"

(page 135). He concludes by stating:

Finally, it is clea¡ that "contextual" science, as suggested here, is not a
cop-out from serious, or hard science, but the reverse. To understand
what happened in the history of science takes effort. Furttrer, it is
appealing to students. A frequent refrain from intelligent students who
do not go on with study in the sciences is that "scielrce is too boring,
we only work out problems." The history of human efforts to
understand pendrfum motion is far from boring: it is peopled by geat
minds, their debates are engaging, and the history provides a story line
on which to hang the complex theoretical development of science. As
well as improved understanding of science, students taugbt in a
contextual way can better understand the nature of science, and have
something to remember long after the equation for the period of a
pendulum is forgotten. (page 135)

My students studied the Theory of Plate Tectonics in a "contextualo'way.

Some of the students formd it difficult to follow the development in a

historical fashion because thev had alreadv studied continental drift in Grade
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7 andthought that they knew the "right answers", as Kuhn correctly pointed

out (1962,page 76).

Matthews goes on to identifu three domains for people's ideas and

ways of thinking:

l) their immediate sensory experience of the world,

2) their participation in everyday life with its conversations, ne\ryspapers,

television etc., and

3) their formal insüuction which takes part mostly in school. (page 28)

I will incorporate newspaper articles and television progra¡ns into the

classroom lessons (what I call real world connections) in order to alleviate the

"constant problem for science education ...to keep these domains in some sort

of hannony þage 28).

Elizabeth Finkel's article "Philosophy of Science in the High School

Classroom: an Example" (1992) is especially relevant and important for this

thesis. The article begins with Duschl's challenge to science teachers: 'to

desigU science instn¡ction that reinforces rather than ignores what we

intuitively know will happen to scientific knowledge - that it will change"

(Duschl, 1990, page 5). She set up a ctrrriculum for a group of students

ûring a sunmer school session titled "The Blind Men and the Elephd:

Changing Perspectives in Scientific Thought". She designed four sections

within the curriculum, one of them dealing with Plate Tectonics. Finkel

discusses the importance of problem-posing in science and the need for

students to be involved with the probing and persuasion of peers. The

readings that were assigned to the students included "The Validation of

Continental Drift" by Stephen Jay Gould, and "Causes of Earttrquakes" by
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Duschl. Finkel designed the specific activities in order to emphasize "the

process of discovery or creation of scientific knowledge" (page 306). She

lists four implications from her experience that are relevant to my study:

1) it is possible to combine important science content with discussions
of the nature of science in such away that students make meaningûrl
connections between the accepted scientific models of today and their
development,

2) students in high school are capable of asking sophisticated questions
about the natue of science and are wilting and able to struggle with
those questions verbally and in writing,

3) the role of the teacher does not need to be that of disseminator of
information, rather it is important to give students opportunities to
construct models and evaluate theories themselves, with teachers
available as coaches ærd guides, and

4) in addition to giving students the opporhrnity to participate in
knowledge construction, it is important to provide them with an outlet
for reflecting on their ideas; class discussions are helpful, journals also
serve a vital role, providing a private place for students to try out some
new ideas. þage 307)

The unit that I will design on Plate Tectonics for my students will be an

attempt to incorporate the four implications made above. The students will

research the answers to scientific questions in groups, and use the group

research to write reports on their findings for the class. They will discuss the

report within their groups before presenting to the class, and then answer

questions from the class after the oral presentations.

Gil'Perez and Carascosa-Alis advocate an adoption of the

constnrctivist approach to science by "linking science learning to the way of
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doing science" (page 301) in "Bringing Pupils' Learning Closer to a Scientific

Construction of Knowledge: A Pennanent Feature in lnnovations in Science

Teaching" (1994). They state that the "leanring by discovery" paradigm (page

301) and the "reception learning paradigm" or ("teaching by verbal

transmission") (page 303) have both been failures. Gil-Perez and Carascosa-

Alis propose a model of science learning using research activities. The model

includes "organizing the students in small groups to carry out the activities

and making possible the exchange of information between groups" (page

311). I will use this model in my classroom, and divide the classes into small

groups for the unit on Plate Tectonics. Gil-Perez and Carascosa-Alis clarifr

their model by stating that "the metaphor that gurdes our teaching sfiategies

conceives pupils as novice researchers and teachers as experts who can

orientate the pupils' r¡vork" (page 310)... and the "metaphor of students as

'novice researchers'... and the teacher and texts as 'scientific communitv"'

(pase 309).

The students in my classes will b€ given several research questions that

require sources in addition to the text "Science Dimensions" for complete

answers. Gil-Perez and Carrascosa-Alis argue that "researchers can dedicate

more than 50% of their time reacling and a lot of time also to verbal

presentations and debates" (page 309). My students will use class time for

their research reading and also verbal presentations. Each group wilt be

required to do a written report that is handed in to the teacher before the

presentation day. The teacher will make photocopies of each report to hand

out to all the members of the class to keep in their notes. The photocopied

written report makes it possible for the students to focus on the oral
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discussion after the report because note-taking will be unnecessary.

Gil-Perez and Carascosa also believe that there is a "certain parallel

between the historical evolution of a science in its first steps and the

f,ormation of children's intuitive conceptions" (page 305). The questions for

the students to research will be ananged in a chronological sequence in an

attempt to take them through the historical development of Plate Tectonics. I

hope that the students in my classes will leam how the scientific theory

developed and avoid the situation where "science leanning is usually centered

on declarative knowledge (knowing'\ilhat") and forget the procedural type

(knowing'ohow")" (page 306).

Stinner has written extensively about classroom applications of the

history and philosophy of science. However, he is especially concerned about

textbook-centered teaching leading students to become "trapped by the

efficiency of memorizing the 'scientific fact' and the efficacy of applying the

'formulas' in solving exercise problems" (1992, prye 2). Srinns¡ an¿

Williams (1994) recoilrmend that the 'text-teacher relationship change and

that teachers plan and execute activities aimed at conceptual development and

modification" ( page 8). They also believe that in textbooks the "emphasis

should be on the 'Big Ideas of Science'...[and how they] came about, what

evidence is there for them, and what are their implications for us now and in

the future?" þage 9)

In order to move away from rote memorization of scientific facts,

Stinner advises that teachers give the students "a historical sense of how

scientific theories are the product of a historical setting and ... the stuggle

involved in the establishing of new theories" (1989, page 595). He sûesses
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the importance of the historically based science story in the article

"Conceptual Change, History, and Science Stories" (t993)written with

Harvey Williams. Stinner goes on to present a plan for contextual teaching

using the LCP (Large Context Problem) as a vehicle for science teachers to

include the historical context of science in the classroom. He has designed

several LCPs for use in high school physics courses, including "Physics and

the Bionic Man" and "Physics on the Moon". rn these LCPs, Stinner gives

the students an opportunity to use their physics knowledge in a unique

application which the students tend to find more interesting and nnotivating

than textbook exercises or problems. For my work, one attempt to integrate

the LCP idea into the classroom would be the map activity in which the

students plot the Internet earthquake data for November of 1994. Stinner has

commented that the entire Plate Tectonics unit could be constnred as one

huge LCP þrivate communication).

Ma¡cia Linn has presented suggestions for alternate methods of

teaching science in the article "Science Education Reform ; Building on &e

R.esearch Base"(1992). She recognizes that most students tend to memorize

scientific information rather than try to understand it þages 823,828, and

835). Linn states that "instruction is more effective when students are helped

to construct ideas by themselves" (page 823). She identifies two views of

science, one she calls "static" and the other "dynamic", The "static" view of

science is promoted by fiaditional science courses that "convince students

that science is a collection of facts to be memorized rather than a set of

principles that are warranted by evidence....and that everything in the science

book will always be true." (page 824) lnconfiast, a "dynarric" view of
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science includes the ideas that "science proceeds by fits and starts, that

scientists seek to explain diverse phøromena with broad principles, that

conclusions are based on evidence, and that the way to learn science is to

make an effort to understand complicated ideas."þage 825) Linn suggests

that students should construct parallels between their own struggles to

integrate diverse observations and ideas with the activities of research

scientists, which should help them to move towards a more "dynarric" vie\À/

of science, and a better understanding of the role of evidence in scientific

advances. She argues that students become empoweredto participate when

they understand the spirit of scientific investigation. The students feel that the

science that they leam in school is not connected to the world outside the

classroom, or the real world, and teachers need to be sure to make those

connections possible.

The last research article that is relevant to my thesis is called

"Authentic Science: A Dversitv of Meanings" written by Matin, Kass, and

Brouwer (1990). It is relevant because many other ways of looking at

science, besides "final form" science, are given, including historical science.

The authors discuss the "scientisic" attitudes of teachers and students (page

543) put forth in the article by Nadeau and Desautels and Kuhn's cenfral idea

of paradigm development (page 544). Nine aspects of what would comprise

"authentic" science are tisted, including:

l.Methodologic fidelify - The process movement of the past decade has tried
to identiff a scientific method by which to design instruction, but it is
almost impossible to agree on one authentic method of science, without
missing the "rich diversity of approaches that have been used. (page 542),
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Z.Epistennological considerations - The three philosophies of science to be

considered are:A) Presuppositionalists i.e. Polanyi and Kuhn discuss the
domin¿¡1role that personal belief and commitment play in science,

B) Falsificationists i.e. Popper believes that science progresses by
hypothetical- deductive reasoning and not by inductive reasoning, and only
by falsification of theories can \¡/e progress, and
C) Hedonists i.e. Feyerabend advocates encouragement of the proliferation
of ideas or a " follow your own inclinations". (page 543-545),

3.Personal science - The scientist's own view of science is not as objective
as \¡/e think it is, and Polanyi's thesis that " a great deal of what constitutes
science, its methods, judgements, passions can only be acquired through
personal involvement of the student with that science". (page 545),

4.Private science - This is the science research done before results are
published, including the blind alleys and false starts in research that we
usuelly do not hear about. (page 546),

S.Pr¡blic science - The science that is interpreted for the public through the
media, i.e. Suzuki's books and documentaries, and science magazines such
asiaÍh" New Scientist, ffid Scientific American. (page 546),

6.Pop¡len's Third World of objective knowledge - This refers to the ideas,
argrrments, theories, etc. that are found in scientific journals and books, or
"text", and the idea that oral societies cannot have science. (page 546),

T.Historical science - Science is part of our cultural heritage and historical
insights can help reveal the tentative nature of science. (page 548),

S.Societal science (science, technology, and society) - Science is part of a
societal matrix and is affected by the values of society.(page 549), and

9.Technological science - Science and technology have a profound effect on
humanity, ild most science is interwoven with technolory (eg. the Hubble
Telescope science data).@age 549)
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Martin, et. al. state that "science teachers are being challenged to present

science as it 'really is' rather than promote a mythic, tertbook science."(page

541) They also write that Report 36 of the Science Council of Canada

suggests that "a more authentic portrayal of science would include the history

of science, science, and technology and reflection on the natu¡e of scientific

knowledge." (page 542) The student's ideas and perceptions of the world are

crucial in science education, and the article recommends that we avoid the

"'intellectual dependence' that characterizes the relationship between many

students and teachers" (page 551).
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Chapten 3

Case Studv

A) [ntroduction and Setup of Research Teams - Classroona Map

At the begnrung of the Plate Tectonics unit the students were told that

we would be tyrng something that was different from the previous unit. V/e

had just finished the ChemisüTi urut of the curriculum. They were told that

we would be modelling the scientific community in the classroom by forming

research groups and collecting evidence for the scientific theory of Plate

Tectonics. The students were divided into groups of three or four according

to their marks in the Chemistry unit. Each goup contained a student with

high, medium, and low ma¡ks in an effort to make the groupings

heterogeneous, so that one particular group did not contain all strong or weak

students. They were told that we would be modelling the scientific

community with oru groups being research teams. The teacher would be in a

position of resea¡ch leader, and each soup would also have an assigned

leader. The students \ryere also told that they would be looking for the

answers to questions that would be given out in chronological or historical

sequence.

A handout that outlined the topics to be investigated (fupendix a), and

an article from the Winnipeg Free Press (Sat., Nov. 19,1994) that described

an international scientific research team in action was given to each student.

The article reported the creation of atoms of Element No. 110 by an

international team of scientists from Gennany, Russia, Slovakia, and Finland.

This article connected to our previous unit (chemisty) and was a timely
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ex¿tmple of the idea that scientific research is ongoing. The students could see

that the Periodic Table in their textbooks Science Dimensions 9 was not in its

"final forrn", since it only contained elements up to No. 103. An even better

example to give the students would be the fact that scientists are finding that

the inert gases may actually enter into chemical reactions, and not be

completely unreactive as expected. The textbook references for each topic

were listed on the handout, but these were to be used only as basic references

with at least two other sources being found in the library. The students would

research their topics dtring several classes in the library and would write a

report to share with the class. Copies of each report would be made for each

student in the class so it was necessary to hand them in before presentation

day. Each student was required to take a tum at doing the oral presentation

for the team. Every member of each team would receive the same mark for

the written and oral reports.

Following the discussion of the handout, the newly formed research

teams were trven their first assignment : to make a map of the classroom

(taken from the Science Council of Canada document, Nadeau and Desautels,

April 1984). They \Mere gtven no other instructions except that it should be

done in one 40 minute class and would NoT be marked. There were two

purposes for grving this assignnnent to the students. The füst was to get the

teams to work together for the first time and become familiar with each other.

The second was to make them aware of the limitations of making their maps

accurately porüay the reality of the classroom, and thus the limitations of

scientific models.

The students began their maps with enthusiasm, and I noticed that
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some of the weaker students were actually more involved than usual and were

directing the others in the team on how the map should be done. This

enthusiastic response from the students was predicted by Nussbaum (1989) in

his article called "Classroom Conceptual Change: Philosofhical

Perspectives" when he writes "those [students] considered educationally

disadvantaged would demonsfrate genuine intellectual enthusiasm and good

reasoning" if given a problem in a stimulating manner (page 537). One of the

weaker students asked if ¡vo mâps would be okay because her team wanted

to do them from diffferent perspectives. I saw her later explaining what a

bird's eye view was to the rest of her goup. Another weaker student asked

to go to the art room to get a large piece of paper because her team did not

think they could do an adequate map on loose leaf paper. She also thought

that one class was not enough time and asked for more. These two responses

from students who had not previously shown much interest in science class

were encouraging to me, since they were now becoming more interested and

involved in their own learning.

The students presented their maps (Appendix b,c and d) to the rest of

the class and considered the questions from the article by Nadeau and

Desautels:

l) What criteria were used to select the elements represented on the map?
2) Is there a similarity between these elements and those shown on the map?
3) Does the map reflect the complexity of the reality that it is intended to

represent? (It may then be suggested that a further map be drawn for a part
of the area, leading to the question of how many maps would be needed to
exhaust the reality.)

4) Does the map reflect the dynamics (changing aspects) of the reality it is
intended to represent? (1984 , page 20)
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A discussion followed about whether it was even possible to represent

the dynamics of the room on a map. Most of the maps showed the desks and

counters that were in the room, and some had the safety equipment marked.

Sinks, gas outlets, and doors were shown on some of the maps, but not all. It

became apparent that the maps had similarities (the desks) and differences

(chairs only on some). My name was on some of the maps, and I guess to

some of the students I was part of the room. Each group had determined

different priorities for what should go onto the map, just like scientists

deciding what should be shown on a model. V/e then discussed the

limitations of scientific models, like the model of the atom which we had just

studied, and the model of the structure of the Earth which they were about to

look at.
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B) Continental Drift - Research and Presentations

I composed six questions that would cover the main points of this part

of the curriculum. In the previous year, I had worked through all of the

"Check It Out" questions, end of Chapter questions, Inquiries, and made

notes on all of Chapters 5 and 6 of Science Dimensions 9 for the Teacher's

Resource Package material for D.C. Heath Publishers. This is like a teacher's

manual to accompany the recently published Science Dimensions 9 textbook.

I felt liberated by the publication of this text since in the years before I had

taught without a text and felt g¡eat responsibility to provide the students with

the basic information described by the curricuh¡m guide in photocopied

handouts and notes. Teaching without a textbook made the students totally

dependent on the teacher to "give" them the content that was required by the

curriculum. The textbook was not expected to be the ultimate source of

information, but removed the idea of the cr¡rricuh¡m being in the teacher's

head and needing to get into the students' heads. Now the students had the

basic information described by the curriculum in the textbook and I was

excited about providing supplemental material for them to use in their

research. The library was well stocked with books , CD-ROM disks, and a

laser disk Planet Earth - The Force Wifth. The laser disk contains a 20

minr¡te video, several l-2 minute video clips, and 100's of slides or stills on

the subject that are all bar coded by topic and could be used as part of a

presentation to the class.

The six questions related to continental drift were written on separate

pieces of paper and put into a small box. Each research team picked one of

the papers out at random and copied down the question to be researched.
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Since the classes each had I groups, tr¡¡o of the questions were picked twice.

This developed into a problem which will be discussed later. The questions

were:

l.Maps - Find as many maps of the world as you can from the 1400's, 1500's,

1600's, 1700's, and 1800's. Compare these maps to today's map of the
world and discuss Bacon's observations of the new maps.

2.ldistory - Dscuss the significance of the information from the following
three people on the idea of continental drift : Lyell, Hutton, Wegener.
Explain uniformitaria n i sm.

3.Time line - Make a time line for the Earth with paper or yarq with a scale

to represent millions of years. Mark on the line Pangaea, Jurassic Period,
age of plants, dinosaurs, humans and any other dates that you think are

significant. How do we know the age of the F¿rth?

4.Climate - Find evidence of nopical climates that can be found in colder
areas of the world today, and find evidence of glaciers where the climate is
now fropical, that support the idea that the continents must have moved.

S.Fossils - Find fossil evidence that supports continental drift eg)
Lystrosaurus.

6.Pangaea - Describe the fonnation and breakup of Pangaea.

Note: The handout (Appendix a) listed the pages in the science textbook
Science Dimensions 9 where the students would find some infonration
relevant to the six questions. The students were reminded that some
infonnation could be found on pages 174-185 of the text, but other references
would be required to answer their questions completely. For example, the

Question #1 on maps has only one map in the textbook on page 175, so the
students would have to look elsewhere to find more old maps of the world.
The date for the map in the text is not given, so the students would also have
to compare it to others to guess when it was made.
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The students were told that they should collect enough information on

their questions to fill a one page t¡æed report. They were also told that it was

required to have three different references at the end of their report (with the

librarian providing the format for the referencing). It was recommended that

each report include diagrarns or maps as examples of their research findings,

with the source of the diagram being cited. The students were scheduled into

the library for the next five classes to do their research where they used books

as well as the CD-ROM disks Encarta" Grolier's Encyclopedia, and Plate

Tectonics, and the laser disk called Planet Earth - The Force Within.

The group that was working on question 2. flistory was told that there

was actual film footage on the laser disk showing Alfred Wegener walking on

the ice over Greenland and showing the horses pulling his supplies. They

watched it with great interest and used it in their presentation to the class.

This little bit of film seemed to make the person called Wegener more "real"

to them since their eyes appeared to light up when they watched it.

The written reports (fupendix e) and oral presentations were all well

done, with the students asking each other questions at the end of each one.

Several of the written reports used the wordprove:

- "For Wegeler, his research on fossils conclusively proved that a

supercontinent existed. . . "

- "All of these animals and plants are proof that a supercontinent called

Pangaea existed..."

- "The only way you canprove the theory of continental drift by maps is..."

- "The fossils couldprove thatthe continents were linked..."

This use of the word prove led to a discussion about whether it was
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possible to prove a scientific theory or merely support it. Indeed, this is a

major argument in the philosophy of science, that theories are tentative, and

evidence only is confirmation or support, NOT PROOF for the theory. I told

the students that they would lose a mark on their report if it contained the

word "prove" or "proof', and explained that the word "zupport" was a better

word to use. They developed eagle eyes and were qruck to point out the

word if it appeared in any of the later reports.

We discussed the evidEnce \Vegener put forth in support of continental

drift, and the fact that V/egener's ideas were not widely accepted because of

the lack of a plausible mechanism to explain how such huge land masses

could possibly move. I hoped that exposing these students to the ideas of the

early 1900's would steep them in the'hormal" science, or paradigm, of that

time - the generally accepted fixed eanh model - and they would better

understand ttle "revolutionary" science of the 1950's with the wide

acceptance of the notion of Plate Tectonics.

The two gtroups in each class that presented the report for the second

time, however, (only 6 questions and 8 groups) lryere at a disadvantage

because the students were not as attentive or interested the second time

around. I decided that it would be preferable to have I different questions so

there would not be any repetition. The two additional questions could be:

7.R.ocks - Find and explain rock or geological evidence that supports
continental drift.

S.Wegener - Describe Wegener's idea of continental drift and why it was not
generally accepted.
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I also noticed that some of the students got so absorbed in one particular

question, that they lost the connection to the overall topic of continental drift,

so I decided that in future use it would be a good idea to have the students put

tr. Continental Dríftt - Maps, and so on for titles, and add at the end of each

question: "How does your topic support, or help to explain continental drift?"

One student asked if she could have a map of the world to hand out

and have the students cut up to form the landmass called Pangaea. I was

thrilled to hear this idea come from a student, especially since it was an

activity that I had assigned to the students in previous years. This particular

student was not usually motivated or involved in classroom activities but

when she approached me about it in the hallway between other classes, it

indicated to me that she was becoming more involved in her own leanring.

She was given credit for the next activity in her class and in the other two

classes it remained a teacher generated idea. Interestingly, this student

involvement was predicted by Nussbaun (1989).
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C) \ilorld map - .nigsaw P¡rzzle to Pangaea

The students were glven a map of the World (Appendix f) and a map of

Pangaea (Appendix g) from the Black Line Masters at the end of the

Teacher's Resowce Package that accompanies Heath's Science Dimensions

9 . They were asked to mark on the map of the World all of the evidence

from fossils, ancient climates, and rock types found in their text and in the

reports from the teams, using a legend of their own making. After plotting all

of the evidence on the map of the world they were to colour each of the

continents on the two maps ( Pangaea and the world ) the same colour and

write the names on them. This was easily done for all the continents except

India which is part of Eurasia now but used to be a separate piece of land.

Once all of this was done, the students were to cut up the map of the world

and fasten it to a coloured piece of paper which was provided, making sure to

trarrsfer the legend also. They could work in their teams but each student was

to hand in ¡vo completed maps for marking (10 marks) . The maps were very

well done, compared to the ones that had been done in previous years. The

textbook (Science Dimensions 9) suggests doing this map activity twice: once

just as a jig-saw ptzzJe (Inqury 5A- page 176), and the second time using a

map that shows the continental shelves (In+ury 58- page 179). I have found

that these Inquiries lead to some strange positionings for the continents based

solely on their shapes. In this activity, using the fossil evidence given on

page 177 of the text and the rock evidence on page 182 of the text, along with

additional evidence from the student reports (Appendix h), the maps were

really well done. South America and Africa were easy to position, but North

America and Ernasia posed a problem. The rock evidence on page 182 of the
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text was helpfrrl in lining up the east coast of North America with Britain and

Scandinavia. The students did ask questions about Greenland and learned

about different projections of maps causing some distotions in size and

shape. Greenland on our map was bigger than it should be but could be

included between the two larger land masses. There were two difficult

aspects to the reconstruction of Pangaea India must be cut away from

Eurasia, and Antarctica was the wrong shape (not round, but a long narro\ry

strip) because of the map projection. I told them it was okay to use only part

of Antarctica instead of the long strip on the map in order to fit the other land

masses onto it. I asked them to keep the part that had fossil evidence marked

on it. Most of the teams figrred this out and helped each other with the

finished product.

A few parents and students had expressed concern about this unit

being evaluated using tean ma¡ks for everyone so part of the reason for this

índividual assignment was to satisff their need for individual evaluation for

some of the assignments.
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D) Earthquakes - Reseanch and Fresentations

Six questions related to earthquakes were again written on pieces of

paper and the teams picked topics that they were interested in. This activity

was different than the previous selection which was random. I asked the

students to listen to the questions first and then decide for themselves which

one they migbt{ike to do. I made suggestions to some of the groups

beforehand which question they might find appropriate for them. One group

had a member who was Japanese and I recommended they do the Tsu¡¡amü

topic since it is a Japanese word and Japan experiences many tsunamis (huge

sea v/aves caused by earthquakes on the sea floor). I suggested to the more

powerfrrl groups (as demonstrated in the first report) that they do the more

difficult topics without sayrng they were more difficult but suggested how

they might find them more interesting. I also tried to have the weaker groups

do the easier questions, again without making them aware of the reason. The

harder questions were contained in the following topics: \ilaves,

Seismometer, and Focus and Epicenten. The easier questions dealt with:

Flate Movement, Tsunami, and Scales.

The first reports had generated a lot of photocoplng and paper use (8

reports/class with 3 classes : 24 reports with 30 copies of each :720

copies). As a result, the students \ilere asked to shorten their written reports

to half apage, and were given overhead plastic for their diagraurs. They were

also encouraged to involve more than one team member in their oral

presentations, with one person managing the overhead while another talked.

It was also suggested that posters or models night be used to explain their

topic to the class. The questions give,n out to the students were as follows:
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l.Waves - Narne and describe the three kinds of waves generated by an
earthquake.

2.Seismomeûer - Describe what a seismometer is and how it works.

3.Focus and Epicenten - Define the focus and epicenter of an earthquake and
e4plain how they are located.

4.Scales - Name and describe two different scales that can be used to
measure the süength of an earthquake.

S.Tsu¡ramÍ - what is a tsunarri and where do they happen most often?

6.Plate Movement - Describe the three kinds of ground movement that can
cause earthquakes. Give examples of each.

Note: It became clear to me that the wording of the questions was critical in
order to obtain appropriate responses from the students. The question listed
on Plate Movement was too vague and required clarification. I was hoping
that the students would identiff divergent, convergent and transform
boundaries, but the wording of the question lead to confusion with fotding
and fautting, which is also caused by earthquakes. This question should be
worded:
2.Plate Movement - Name and describe the three kinds of movement that

occurs at plate boundaries and give a location at which each occurs.

When the students found diagrams or illustations that they wanted to

use, I was kept busy running to the photocopy machine, making overheads for

them. Some students chose to draw or hace their own overheads and the

librarian gave them overhead pens to borrow. The most well-used book was

the geology text by Tarbuck and Lutgens and the pages started failing out of
our copy of the fifth edition. The librarian made several photocopies of the

most used pages, and put them on the trolley that was holding alt of the books
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we were using. The new copy of the sixth edition was kept on a separate

shelf for teacher use only or in case the other book went missing, which it did

a couple of times. One enterprising student got a copy of the book from the

public library, and one had a copy at home from a parent. The books in our

school library were put on reserve on the trolley so we were sure to have

them when the classes came in to do resea¡ch.

The CD-ROM discs were very popular and I had to limit each group to

i5 minutes at a time so everyone had a chance to use them. The plate

Tectonics disk is a greatresource that I first saw at an in-service at the

Wallace Building with other science teachers. It arrived at the school during

this research session and all of the students were keen to use it. The fossil

evidence section of the disk shows different dinosaurs leaving fiacks across

South America, Africa, and India. It shows the Mesosaurus splashing water

across the same continents, and a Glossopteris fern popping out of the ground

in Antarctica. The students liked to replay the scene in which a car is flipped

over in an earthquake! The disk has review questions and is interactive. It
has a high-school version and a college version on the same disk, and it is

necessary to use the college version for one of the final questions in the next

section on Magnetometers but the high school version covers all the other

questions.

The oral reports (Appendix i) this time were more interesting for

everyone because the students explained more in their own words rather than

reading from the handout as they tended to do the first time. Most of the

teams had more than one overhead to help in explaining their topic and

several used props such as the slinþ to demonsüate earthquake waves, and
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blocks to demonstrate the movement at divergent, convergent and üansform

boundaries. The wriuen reports took less paper but there was the unexpected

bonus of a more concise fonnat in the condensed forrn with onlv the essential

infonnation being given out.
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E) MappÍng of Earthquakes of Novemben 1994 ( from Internet )

This assignment was done by each student in the team and handed in

for evaluation. A map of the world (Appendix j) with latitude and longitude

lines was handed out to each student (from the Black Line Masters at the end

of the TRP). This map is intended to go with Inquiry 6A on page 215 of

Science Dimensions 9. In the textbook Inqutry there is a list of earthquake

data for the students to plot but I thought the Intemet data would be more

"real" and accomplish the same goal: to make the students aware of the

pattern formed by earthquake epicenters s¡tlining the plate bormdaries. Each

team was given a copy of a sixteen page printout (Appendix k) from the

Internet that tristed all of the earthquake activity worldwide from November 5,

to 26, 1994. The list gave latitude and longitude locations for each earthquake

as well as depth, magnitude, region and also supplied comments. The

students were asked to plot as many earthquakes as possible in trvo 40 minute

classes, and answer two questions on the back of their maps before handing

them in. The questions were:

1. Do you notice any locations that have lots of earthquakes? List the
locations by n"ms if you can.

2. Do you notice a pattern to the earthquake locations? Try to explain in
general terms where most of the earthquakes occur.

It was hoped that the students would recognize that most of the

earthquake activity takes place on the Pacific rim and the northern coast of

the Meditelranean, suflining the edges of the plates in the process. Some of

them came to ask me how to mark another spot on the map when it was
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already full of spots in a certain location. The students did notice that their

maps (Appendix l) became full of earthquake activity in Alask4 California,

and Japan. The students seemed more interested in this activity than the

comparable one in the text that had been used in previous years. They started

with enthusiasm and appeared to be working hard to finish as many pages of

daø as possible in the two class periods.

When the maps were handed back, the students were shown another

printotf from Inter¡ret (Appendix m) that showed one week of earthquake

activity on a world map and looked similar to their maps. They were also

shown a map of California's eafiûquake activity from Intemet (Appendix n).

It is interesting to note that since this activity was done, our sçhool has set up

a ne\¡/ computer lab with Internet access on all the machines where previously

we had limited access. The students were able to get their own lists of

earthquakes (þpendix o) with longrtude and latitude to plot on the map. Out

of curiosity, I asked them to do the textbook list on page 215 also, and then

asked the,m to compare the two activities. Surprisingty, some of the students

preferred the text list because it was much easier for them to read. The

Internet lists tended to have unnecessary information on depth, magnitude,

time, etc. which some of the students found confusing compared to the simple

list of latitude, longitude, location, ild year given in the text. However, most

of the students still appreciated the process of finding their own data on the

Internet and plouing it. The maps did tend to outline the Pacific Plate no

matter when the data was obtained or from which Web site. Some of the

students were able to find maps of world-wide earthquakes already completed

on the Internet. We discovered that a colour printer is necessary to see the
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data displayed effectively with colour coding for earthquakes of different

magnitudes, depths, and timing being used on the Intemet. The students \ryere

able to save a great deal of Earthquake infonnation on computer disks, this

year, and wrote positive responses to the process.
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F) Kobe Earthquake - January 1995

on January 17,1995, an earthquake measuringT.2 on the Richter

Scale occurred in Japan. The epicenter was about 30 kilometers from the crty

of Kobe, and because of the magnitude, over 5000 people lost their lives in

the destruction caused by the earthquake. This unfortr¡nate event was timely

for the students who had just finished leanring about earthquakes and became

the topic for several classes as more information became available through

the media. It was a little uncanny that on January 17,l994,the previous ye¿r,

a similar occurance had taken place with the Northridge, California area

experimcing a major earthquake at the same point in our studies of

earthquakes.

The first article in the Free Press (January 17,lg95), "Huge quake

rocks Japan" (Appendix p) was read and discussed in class. It contained

references to the Richter Scale and the epicenter. The students noticed that

the article incorrectly stated that the "epicentre was located about 20

kilometres beneath the island of Awajishima which is abow 30 kilometres off
the coast of Kobe." The paper should have used the word focus instead of
epicenfre, since the focus of an earthquake is a location under the gro¡nd

where the rock actually breaks, and the epicente is the surface location

directly above the focus. Each day there were more articles in the newspaper

about the Kobe earthquake (Appendix q)that I made overheads of and

discussed in class. The students and I followed the unfolding story with great

interest. The students appeared to be more interested in the news reports than

information in their textbook. They also were gamtng an understanding of the

impact of this earthquake on the people living in the area.
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I brought in a videotape of the Susan Powter Show in which she

interviews people who experienoed the 1994 earthquake in Northridge, near

Los Angeles (aired on January 17, L995). One of the students had asked me

why people decide to live in Califonria when they know that there is so much

earthquake activity. Susan Powter asked her guests that question so the

student had the opportunity to hear their ânswers. Also, dtring the

commercial break there \¡/as a news bulletin of the Kobe earthquake including

a scene filned inside an office during the earthquake with the filing cabinets

and desks moving violently. The students heard the guests describe nights

spent in their vehicles after the main earthquake hit because the aftershocks

may have caused their houses to collapse. They also heard about the looting

that can happen and paûols that need to be establishe{ and the difficulties

with communication, water and food supplies foltowing an earthquake. The

reports seemed to make the earthquake phenomenon more real to the

students.

This past year, Nova produced a TV program called The Da.v the Earth

Shook that documents the two earthquakes that happened exactly one year

apart in Califomia (Northridge) and Japan (Kobe). This video is available for

pruchase (-$20) and is well worth showing to the students. The video shows

the same clip shown in the news broadcast during the Susan Powter Show of
an office with moving firnnitrne during the earttrquake. There is a person

sleeping in that office who can be seen in the comer of the screen. The video

also shows an interview with the driver of the bus that was pictured on the

front page of the Winnipeg Free Press (Jan. 17 ,1995 - Appendix Ð) as it hung

over the edge of a collapsed section of freeway after the Kobe earthquake.
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The driver tells the viewers that all of the passengers of the bus managed to

get offsafely as it hung over the edge of the freeway. The students were

intrigued with a model house that shakes like in an earthquake so people in

Japan can practise diving under tables or doorways for protection.
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G) Field Trip to ûhe Wallace Building at U of M - Seismometer

All of the students were taken to see the seismic vault in the basement

of the Wallace Building (Appendix r). We walked down to the bottom of the

stairs and past a crawl space with a bare ground floor. The students then were

ushered into the vault area that contained a huge concrete block with several

small elecfionie boxes on the top. We were told that the concrete was

anchored in bedrock to register any seismic vibrations that occur. The

students were invited to try to make the seismic needle move by jumping up

and down on the floor and then having a look on the paper upstairs in the

main enhance. We then visited the seismogaph drum that records any

seismic activity in the main entrance, and saw that none of the jumping had

registered. The students were shown actual seismic readings and given

samples to take home with them (Appendix s). A university geolory student

was present to answer their questions, including "Did the Kobe earthquake

register here?". In fact it did register on the machine and the reading was on

display for the students to see. The students also looked at the fossils in the

display cases on the main floor and saw evidence of tropical ferns and

creatures that lived in this arca 200400 million years ago when North

America was closer to the Equator.
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ËI) Volcanoese Mountain Building, Technology - R.esearch and

Fresentations

These last three topics were done at the same t:me because \¡/e were

near the end of the six week period that was set aside for this unit. lnstead of

assigmng the questions at random, the teams were assigned particular

questions according to their past performance on the earlier two research

questions. The more challenglng questions were given to the teams that had

demonstrated a keen interest in the subject and sffong academic ability. The

shortened format of half a page \ilas requested for the handout, ild the tea¡ns

were asked to have all members at the front of the room for the oral

presentation. One team member could speak while another organized the

overhead machine with examples on üansparencies, and all team members

could answer questions at the end. The questions were:

l.Volcanoes - Describe three different kinds of volcanoes, by their shape, and
give an example of each one.

2.Mountains - Describe the formation of mormtains by folding and faulting
and explain the role of plate tectonics.

3.Sonan - Explain how sonar works, what it was originany developed for, and
what evidence was found by using it to support the theory of plate
tectonics.

4.Magnetometers - Explain how magnetometers work, what they were
originaily developed for, and what evidence they provided to support the
theory of plate tectonics.

5.Deep Sea Drilling - E>rplain what deep sea drilling was originally designed
for, and what evidence it provided to support the plate tectonics theory.
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6.Radioactive Dating - Explain how radioactive dating works, and what
evidence it provided to support the theory of plate tectonics.

7.tlot Spots - Explain what hot spots are and how Hawaii provided evidence
for plate tectonics.

8.tlot Spots - Explain what hot spots are and how lcela¡rd and Yellowsúone
provide evidence for the theory of plate tectonics.

The teams all did high quality presentations (Appendix t) on their

questions. The most clifficult qu-estion was lÍ4 on magnetometers, which had

information only on the college version of the CD-ROM Flate Tectonics and

books written for university level geolory students such as the text by

Tarbuck and Lutgens. One tenm did such ¿¡¡ ¿¡lezing presentation (Appendix

u) using the CD-ROM and laser disk on the big screen TV that they used the

entire 40 minute class. They prompted many questions such as :

"What happens to the Earth when the magnetic field reverses?"

"How many millions of years does the magnetic field stay the sarne?"

'oWhy are the magnetic shipes different sizes?"

"How long ago did the last reversal take place?"

The students answ€rsd all ofthese questions with ease, having come across

the answers in their research. I had not been asked these questions before,

and would have difficulty in answering them. These students had reached a

level of expertise that surpassed mine, and they had stimulated an interest in a

topic that I had not wihessed before.

The students tended to lose the significance of their topic in the Plate

Tectonics Theory, even though it was part of their question. I would put the
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title Flate Tectonics - followed by their indivrdual topic if doing this unit

again.

At this point in the lessons I felt that it was necessary for me to step in

and clarifu the development of the Theory of Plate Tectonics for the students

who had become immersed in their individual questions and seemed to be

losing the connections to the other student's research. We reviewed the

evidence that V/egener had collected and the reasons for his ideas not being

accepted at the time. I showed the video The Blue Flanet which brings us up

to the present day with film of the Earth taken from the space shuttle, which

was of course not available in Wegener's lifetime. The students see how the

continents look from outer space and also see computer generated

earthquake waves move across California.

I handed out copies of the cross-section of the Earth that is shown in

the text and had the students label the crust, mantle, asthenospere, etc. We

discussed the main points of Plate Tectonics and the impact of modern

technology on the development of the Theory. There a¡e still unanswered

questions, änong them:

What causes the convection currents that move the plates?,

What is the composition of the core of the Earth?, and

Can we predict when and where an earthquake will happen?

Some of these questions will be answered in the future as technology

develops to investigate further. The students will see the results of research

done since the publication of the text in the magazine articles done in the next

assignment.
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tr) Recent Magazine Articles - Teann Summaries and Presentations

The students were shown several Earth, National Geographic, and.

Scientific American articles that described some form of recent evidence to

support the theory of plate tectonics. Each team was asked to read the article

together and make a short summary of what the article said to present to the

rest of the class. The magazines and articles used included:

-scientific Americsn, July 1978, The Kiwi by williarn A. calder Itr.

-National Geographlc,Vol.I82, No.6, December 1992 - Volcanoes,

Crucibles of Creation by Noel Grove.

-Earth, May 1993, CAT Scanning the Earth by Jim Dawson.

-Earth, January 1994, Did the Himala)¡a Wann the World? by Tom Waters,

and Earth's Near-Death Experience by Joseph Alper.

'Earth, July 1994, Journeys in Iceland by Ruth Flanagan" Island lnvaders by

Patrick Huyghe, and Nova Scotia's cape chignecto coast by scott

Çtrnningham.

-Earth, september 1994, Exploring Loihi: The Next Hawaüan Island by

Noreen Parks, and Against the Grain by Scott Fields.

-Earth, November 1994, D:rnamic Earttr by Tom Yulsman.

'Earth, December 1994, Continental Crunch by Alexandra Witze ,Luzie the

Lizard by William A. Shear and W.D.Ian Rolfe, and Eanh's Violent Birth

by Joe Alper.

The cat Scanning the Earth article by Jim Dawson has an amazing

picture of hot red blobs of rock under the oceans of the world and cold blue

blobs under the continents, supporting the convection current idea. The

students seemed to enjoy reading these articles and summannngthem.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and F'eedback

There was a total of 195 marks for this unit. It might be beffer to make

the total raw score 200 marks by assigning 5 marks to the classroom map

done at the beginning of the unit, or by gving the earthquake map 10 marks

instead of 5. The breakdown of the marks that were collected follows:

Continental Drift questions l0 marks written report

.... 10 marks oral report

Pangaea Map ...... l0 marks

Earthquake questions ............ 10 marks written report

.... 10 marks oral report

Earthquake map 5 marks

Test (Appendix v) . ..... ...50 marks

Plate Tectonics questions ...... l0 marks written report

.... l0 marks oral report

Magazine articles ..... 10 marks

Flate Tectonics notes . l0 marks

Final Test (Appendix w) . . .... 50 marks

The students received an evaluation out of ten marks for each oral and

written presentation, for a total of sixty marks. Each member of the group

received the same mark. It was origrnally planned to have five questions to

research but there was only time for three. While the students were presenting

their reports to the class, it became necessary to deduct a mark from anyone

who was talking, and I decided to add a mark to students who asked good
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questions. This meant that all of the students in one group may not get exactly

the same mark, depending on their response to the other reports. The map

assignment that required the students to plot the evidence for continental drift

on the world map and then cut it up to recreate Pangaea was collected and

marked out of ten marks. The world map of earthquake activity during

November 1994 (Intemet) was also collected and marked out of five marks.

The first activity of making a classroom map was collected and displayed, but

was not evaluated.

The fifty mark test at the end of this unit ended with a $rvey of eight

questions that were designed to give me some feedback from the students.

The sr¡rvey and the results follow:

SURYEY

Please answer the following questions as accurately as possible, and ty to
express complete answers where possible. (This is NOT for marks!)
l. In I'our opinion, was the last unit on plate tectonics more interesting
than our chem¡stry unit?

VES-6I NG.T4

2. In your opinion, was the team work thaú we did a valuable experience?

YE$51 NG.25

3. Ilo you feel thaû you have a better idea of how scÍence works after
modelling the science commr¡nity in the cli¡ssroom?

YES.52 NG2I

4. I)o you feel that you have a better understanding of how science
theories develop after studying the theory of plate tectonics?

YES.66 NO.7
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5. Try to write a definition of science.

The student answers which follow have key words highlighted by me:

- tta search for new ideas, and evidencett

-'trying to figure out stuffwe don't understand"

- "People tr5nng to figure out how things work, and how they are made, and

such."

- "Science explains how life c¿rme on earth and ever¡hing about earth and

human life."

- o'a way to prove or to find out what hapens to enything hapens to a item"

Isic]

- "science helps us identiff the living actions surrounding us, a process in

todays world changing and ongoing."

- "Science is the study of all things applyng to the nature of our Earth and

Space."

- "Science is studying our envirorunent and everything in it so rve can make it

better for the fuh¡re."

- "The study of how the universe operates and all things within the universe

(and beyond)."

- "An art which is made up of facts and theories about our earth and the life

and happenings upon it which is always changrng."

- "any opinion that is stated in an scientific manor?!?"

- "A subject where ever¡hing is different and has different meaning"

- "the study of our world and the things inside"

- "a definition of a theory or explanation using a scientific theory. It's a

theory that always changes."
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- "the study of the knowledge about the world around us (who and where we

a,re)"

- "Science is the study of ail lirring and non-living things."

- "Science is ever¡hing, living, non living."

- "Science is the study of everything in our environment and how all these

things interact."

- "Science - study of rhings affecting us around the earth. Shows how thing

interact."

- "Science is the study of or¡r surroundings on earth."

- "Science is the study of the earth, ourselves, ffid ever¡hing that we know

of."

- "It is something that is a mystery but people are qnng to figure it out. I

think that what we don't know, we are not supposed to know."

- "Science is the study of how the universe and earth works."

- "The understanding of the world arotmd us and how everything works."

- "is something that has no an$¡/ers and many questions. It has no limits."

- "Science is what gives us a history about our earth, and it's surroundings."

- "How things work, what makes them work and how they came to be."

- "Science is a group of categories that contain knowledge and are based on

theories, not facts and figures."

- "Science is something you learn to understand the concepts of what a

scientist does."

- "Science is an¡hing that we study to learn more about our world."

- "Science is a group of theories on how the Earth works."

- "Science is the study of the earth and the study of all the things that it is
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made up of. It is also about working together to fonn beliefs, and how not

just one guy made science history."

- "Science is the quest to find out"

- "A way of figunng out how things are made, and what causes them. A study

of the earth as a whole."

- "Science is the study of things and leanring things. ]r{srhing is for sure.

There are theories and hypothesis but usually nothing is proven, although

there is some fact."

- "The sfudy about orn earth and how it works."

- "The leanning of things that is hard to understand and really I find

ever¡hing hard to understand."

- "Science is tryrng to discover and leam ways of creating, doing, and

understanding almost everything."

- "A gotrp of theories and ideas that get proved right or \Ðrong as time goes

on and develop."

- "The study of the things around us."

- "Science is to define and identify the unknown, and then explore and

analyse it."

- "the study of biological, astronomical, ecological, and geological work and

changing ideas."

-'ois a whole bunch of shrffthat explains the earth and universe."

-'"The hypothesizing of the world and ever¡hing in it by researching,

planning, and discovering how the earth really works and why."
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6, Eþo you fhink ÉhaÉ youn deffinttion of sctence has changed sånce [asÉ

year? ãf so, how?

vÐs-43 F{0-34

7. Try to deffine sciemfåfia Éheory.

The student answers which follow have key words hüghlighted by me:

- "I've learned that anyone can model science research teams to come trp with

answers to simple questions, It's mot so¡nething only im booå<s, becamse it
keeps on expânding"tt

- 'ol've learned more things about science, so I know rnore than before."

- "because we åeanmed more than jmst the facts"

- "In-my opinion, I've always known that science is constantly changing. This

unit was interesting, but hard. It was a good example of how ånformatåom

is not always in one úidy hooku hut has to he searcEred for üm mamy

othen anficles and books."

- "I think that science is more than jusf facús, it's also theories and thoughts.

tr also learned about how science üs going ona and changing ån oun world."

- "because every opinion should count!"

- "Cause every year the world changes so much, and it's hard to keep up"

- "Yes it's mever proven, ütts eorastantly changimgnu

- "because naew üdeas axrd reseanah have talçen place."

- "last year I thought it was just a superstitious subject, but now I know that

there is evidence to supporf it'e

- "because last year I thought all the answers were in our texthook and

thaf they were positíve ansrryers."

- "Yes because this year I have done better and with the research teams it
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helps you to understand and learn better."

- u'Sciemce is always changing and being added to and last year I didn't

know that scåenúåsts worRced im grou¡1s."

- "I novv know that in the science community, they (scüemfåsûs) worB< foge$her

in research úeanms as o$DÃ¡osed Éo o¡ee petrsom."

-'r used to think that science was always fact, huf now E k¡row that if
changes all the time."

- "F,ast year E thought sciexrce was set. I fhoughf üt was aË! f"act. After this

unit I learnt [sic] different."

- "because I looked at Science in a different way, I thought it was boring but

you've proved me wrong. I quite like it!"

- "we woc'ked åiå<e sciemtisÉs, in gnourps, s& we gof a beúter idea of it.,u

E. Ðo you úhñnk úhat yoarn defînifion of sciemfiffic úheony has cha¡rged since

last year? [f so, how?

vEs-29 Nt-47
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Chapten 5

Ðiscr¡ssüom amd Empñicafüoms f'on Fu¡nthen lmvestigafiom

The unit on Plate Tectonics was designed with three main strands or

goals in mind that were identified in Chapter I as History, Teams, and Real

World Connections. The first goal of history, was to take the students away

from the idea of "final form" science as conventionally presented in science

textbooks that students tend to memorize. I wanted to show the students a

more dynamic, ongoing science by emphasizing the historical development of

the theory of plate tectonics. This development continues beyond the

publication of the text in 1993 with new evidence being published in each

issue of Earth magazine and other sources. The expectation of this goal was

that the students would understand the Theory of Plate Tectonics rather than

memorizing the information contained in it. The second goal of teams, was to

have students come to a better understanding of how science works by

modelling the science community with their team work on research

assigrunents and presentations. A third goal was to grve the shrdents real

world connections so what they were learning in the classroom would

become rnore meaningful to them.

Ë{istory - The numbers of sfudents that answered .6YES" to questions

1- 4 indicate to me that most of the students benefitted in a positive way from

the design of this unit, and felt that they now had a better idea of how science

works and how scientific theories develop. The question 4. "Do you feel that

you have a beffer understanding of how science theories develop after

studying the theory of plate tectonics?" received a positive response of 66
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students answering YES, and only 7 answering NO. The text Science

Dimensions 9 starts Chapter 5 with a historical account of the earliest maps of

the world and Alfred Wegener's work on continental drift. It then describes

the evidence collected after WIVII that led to the development of the Theory

of Plate Tectonics. Chapter 6 describes how plate tectonics helps to explain

earthquakes, volcanoes and mountain ranges. I have changed the order of the

information so that the earlhquake and volcanoe data gives information about

where the plate boundaries are when plotted on a world map, and leads into a

discussion of plate tectonics. The answers to question 6 "How has your

definition of science changed since last year?" were encouraging to me since

some of the students mentioned the idea that science knowledge is constantly

changing as more research is done, and the text may not have all the facts or

"final form" science:

- "...last year I thought all the answers were in our textbook and that they

were positive answers"

- "...ft's not just something in books, because it keeps on expanding"

- "...science is more than just facts, it's also theories and thoughts"

- "...information is not always in one tidy book, but has to be searched for in

many other articles and books"

- "...we leamed more than just the facts"

- "...f aho learned about how science is going on and changlng in our world"

- "...new ideas and research have taken place"

- "Science is always changing and being added to..."

These responses made me realize that it would have been a good idea to

have the students keep a daily or weekly joumal during this six week unit to
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better document their definitions of the terms "science" and "scientific

theory" and any changes that may have occurred. Eliz¿beth Finkel describes

the use ofjoumals with her students and how this makes them more aware of

any mental shifts in their own perceptions. I would consider having students

keep a journal in the futr¡re to monitor growth in their own understanding of

science and scientific theories. By only asking my students these questions at

the end of the unit, they did not have the opportunity to articulate their

thoughts prior to doing the unit and may have missed some changes in their

own thinking.

The historical development of the Theory of Flate Tectonics includes a

significant name çhange from that of continental drift. Some of the students

¡¿¿ difficulty understanding the differences between the names. The problem

of using the terms interchangeably is exacerbated by books and other sources

that use the tenns synonymously. We discussed the differences in class, but a

more formal approach for clarifring the problem would be better. One way to

accomplish this would be to have students do an assignment to find three

similarities and differences between the two ideas. The similarities would

include all of V[egener's evidence: geological, biological, and climatologcal.

The differences would be the evidence from modem technology could only

apply to plate tectonics, the Pacific Plate is not mentioned in continental drift

(since it has no continent on it), and the whole sea floor is not included in

continental drift. Once this comparison is made, the students may not be as

confused about the terms and should be able to use them more appropriately.

Teams - The majority of the students found the team work a valuable
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experience, since 51 answered YES to question 2, and 25 said NO. The team

work could be fi¡rther investigated in terms of how to best choose students for

the team, and how to deal with problems of variable interest and ability levels

within the tearns. I feel fortunate that only 2 of the 24 teams required

restructuing during this unit. Allowing the students to choose their own

teâms could be one solution. Some of the students who had acheived good

marks in the first tenn and were put in charge of a team did not have the

leadership skills needed. Other students with lower marks actually showed

good leadership skills within those groups. Students at this age are

preoccupied with relationships and it is a good idea to let them work with a

friend if possible. How the groups are aranged is important, üd should be

given careful thought by the teacher, and explained carefully to the students at

the begrnning.

The modelling of the science community appears to have been

successful, based on the answer to question 3: "Do you feel that you have a

better idea of how science works after modelling the science comnunity in

the classroom?". Agarn, the majority of the students, 52, said YES, and2l

said NO. Some of the comments on the final test's survev mentioned the

teams and the modelling idea:

- "Science is...about working together to form beliefs, and how not just one

guy made science history."

- "...last year I didn't know that scientists worked in groups"

- "I now know that in the science community, they (scientists) work together

in research teams as¡ opposed to one person."

- "we worked like scientists, in groups, so we got a better idea of it."
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- "...this year I have done better and wrth the research tearns it helps you to

understand and leam better"

At the end of the school year I asked the students to write down three

things that they enjoyed doing in science during the year, and should be done

again next year. They also write three things that they didn't like and should

be discontinued or changed. Many of the students mentioned that they liked

the way the Flate Tectonics unit was taught and especially the group work. A

smallsr ntrmber of students said that they didn't like the group work. Some of

the stronger students felt that most of the team's work was done by the,m and

it was unfair for the other team members to get the snrne marks. A few

parents expressed a concem about group marks as well, but the individual

assignments and test scores seemed to settle their concerns. A couple of

students told me that they felt the presmtations from the other groups may not

have gven them enough information on a given topic to prepare for a test.

They were told that the basic information on all the topics was contained in

Science Dimensions 9 and the actual pages listed on the first handout

(Appendix a). The students were as relieved to hear that as I was to say it,

because it meant that they were not "intelleotually dependent" (Martin et al,

1990, page 551) on me to give them information out of my head. ln fact, a

few of the süonger students had gone beyond my knowledge on the more

complex topics (radioactive decay) and I was unable to answer their

questions. It can be unsettling for a teacher to recognize and admit that the

students know more about a topic than she does. It is unavoidable, with the

wealth of information available througü the medi4 that a teacher's

inforrration will become dated. We have to be able to recognize that our
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students may learn more about a certain interest area than we know, and give

them sredit for their knowledge. Teachers can ensure that the "basics" of the

curriculum are "covered" and at the same time, encourage those students who

are interested to go beyond the curriculum.

I found that the students got excited about their research and really

seemed to enjoy looking for the answers to questions. The class mennbers got

very involved in the team presentations, and asked more questions of their

classmates than had ever been asked of me. The students who were

preseirting seemed to have pride in their tr<nowledge, and felt good at the front

of the class. They were becoming more actively involved in their own

leaming instead of passive receivers of knowledge from the teacher or the

textbook. The following questions are samples of those asked by students in

the class after a presentation from one of the presenting research teams:

"What is an isotope?"

"How accr¡rate is radioactive dating?"

"'What is half life?"

"Ho\il do you date rocks that are millions of years old?"

"How do hot spots get there?"

"'When did people find out that the world was round?"

"\Vhat happens to the earth when the magnetic field reverses?"

"Ho\il many millions of years does the magnetic field stay the same?"

"Why are the magnetic stripes different sizes?"

"How long ago did the last reversal take place?"

"Why do people live in California when they know about earthquakes?"

The last question is asked by Susan Powter of her guests who
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experienced the Northridge earthquake of January 17,1993. They say that

every place to live has its negative factors to consider, and give the exfreme

cold of the American north as an example. This question is a real world

connection since it shows that the students are thinking of how their

knowledge of earthquake zones on plate boundaries might effect where they

choose to live as adults.

Rea! World Connections - The students appreciated seeing the

seismic vault at the University of Manitob4 and it made earthquakes more

real to them when they leamed that the Kobe earthquake registered clearly

here in Winnipeg. The news reports of the Kobe earthquake made it seem

more real as a week went by and survivors were being rescued. The Free

Press article written by Paul Pihichyr "Cyber buddy in Japan logs off- Net

drives home disaster reality" (Appendix q) tells of his real world connection

to the Kobe earthquake. He had made friends with Jon in Kobe on the

Internet and was anxiously tfrng to communicate with him after the

earthçake. Later he was informed that Jon had been killed in the disaster.

My students were touched by this story and others.

It seemed to me that living where we do makes it difficult to

understand the reality of earthquakes or volcanoes without hearing füst-hand

accounts. The guests on the Susan Powtsr Show described the experiences

they had which helped me and the students to understand earthquakes more

fully My knowledge told me that an earthquake shook the ground and

buildings may collapse causing people to be buried or killed. I did not

understand that aftershocks were earthquakes in themselves, and the loss of

services such as water and power that are common after an earthquake. One
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family that survived the Northridge earthquake spent several nights sleeping

in their vehicle in the driveway because the afrershocks had weakened the

walls of their house and it was in danger of collapsing. In addition, the vehicle

acted like a cradle with the tires and shocks absorbing most of the movement

from the aftershocks while they slept. The mother of that family reported that

her husband had to do pafrol shifts with the other neighbours to guard against

looters. All of these comments made the earthquake phenomenon more

"real" for my sfudents.

The challenge that I now face, is to üy to incorporate the history of

science into the other units of the cr¡rriculum. For Chemistry there is the

historical development of the atomic model which is given in the text. The

students could research recent developments in the strucfire of the atom that

are not in the text and discuss the topic in class. Kaufuan(1989)

recommends süongly that the history of chemistry be part of the cr¡rricuh¡m or

the "education of a chemis1...¡smains somehow unsatisfactory and

incomplete"þage 90). He argues that without a historical perspective, the

student is "apt to regard the chemistry in his text and laboratory manual as a

finished product unchangingly etched in stone. With some history, he learns

that chemistry is a dynamic rather than a static stnrcture, with today's theories

merely being the leading edge of a üail from the past that stretches

indefinitely into the future." (page 82)I will approach the teaching of

chemistry from a different viewpoint now that this thesis is completed. The

historical slant will be gven to the students wherever appropriate, and new

research made available in the media brought to class.

The Reproductior/Genetics unit ties in very well with a historical slant.
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There is often media attention on reproductive technology such as in vitro

fertilization and implantation. Great topics for debate can be found in the

media as there are no laws that contend with technological progress. There is

the recent issue in England of the thousands of frozen embryos that have been

allowed to thaw and die, and the Canadian Clinic that is proposing to allow

adoption of frozen embryos that are not needed by their original donors. The

students need to be made aware of the ongoing human genome project in

which scientists around the world are working to identifr all of the genes

contained in human DNA or chromosomes. I now show my students the

movie documentary The Race for the Double Helix as part of the program, to

make them aware of the struggle involved in scientific research.

This past year I have recogniz.ed that a number students come to

science in Grade 9 u¡ith an abundance of knowledge and may not even need

me to "teach" them the content of the curriculum. The textbook is useful in

identiSing these students, since it contains the curriculum content on every

topic. The stude,nts can look at the two chapters dedicated to each unit and

have a good idea what information is going to be covered. Susan

Winebrenner has zuggested allowing these students to write the test before

the unit begns. I have tried this with the Genetics/Reproduction unit and had

ten students out of eighty score over 907o and decide to do independent

research on related topics while the class studied the unit with the teacher.

The results of their research was amazing to me. They chose their own topics

and produced written and oral reports. Several students interviewed doctors

and geneticists and delivered impressive reports to the class, We all learned

from their presentations, me included. It would appear that in an infonnation
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age, teachers need to change their focus from one of disseminators of

infonnation, to one of managers of infonnation or research directors. We

need to help our students to find information, and use it to increase their own

understanding. It can be unsettling for a teacher to let go of the confol of

knowledge, and allow, even encourage, students to go beyond their own

understanding of a subject. One exarnple of a student going beyond my

knowledge was a boy who did a research paper on Cystic Fibrosis (CF) this

past year. He has CF and part of his research involved interviewing his doctor

to find out more about the genetics involved. The student gave a detailed

report to the class and gave us all a first hand account of the daily freatments

that are necessary to cope with the disorder. His account gave us a real world

connection to genetic disorders, and the study of genetics.

The major shift that has taken place in my teaching since doing this

thesis, is a philosophical one. The content of the cr¡rriculum has become a

little less rmportant, and the students perception of science in general more

important. I now feel that it is imperative to emphasize the ongoing nature of

science so that the students appreciate the excitement of scientific research.

Hopefully this type of teaching will encourage students to pursue careers in

scientific fields.

The role of the teacher in the classroom should be to insure that the

students gain a historical picture of a dynamic science that is exciting and

ongoing. It is importånt to use the textbook as only one source of

information, and encourage students to use other sources as well. Team

research and independent research is an integral part of the science process

and should be part of science education. More research could be done into
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possible ways of setting up the teams in a classroom, and how to have them

work together the most effectively. The incorporation of the history of each

science is not an easy thing to do, and teachers need to encourage each other

in this direction. A collection of media articles on relevant science topios

would be a place to start. Further study could be done into the use of

computers andthe Internet in science education. Collaboration of students

between schools and even cities would enhance the team spirit of research,

and also be a real world connection for students. Curricuh¡m committees need

to include the historical development of the big theories of science that are

part of the curriculum. Finally, it is necessary that textbooks are available that

follow the historical development of a theory, and that teachers supplement

these texts with up-to-date information.

The textbook design needs to be investigated. Aside from the obvious

inclusion of the history of science, activities need to be provided that

encourage the students to look at other sources of information. The text

should discourage rote memorization of facts and encourage the development

of a deeper understanding of science. Stimulating questions that interest the

students need to be included. The task of designing such a textbook would be

a complex one, and require frirther research and input from interested teachers

of science, Unfortunately, there is a new cr¡rriculum rn the planning stages

for all of Canada with the prospect of a common test across provinces being

proposed. Teachers will be even more inclined to teach content in order to

have their students do well on the tests. The design of a standardized test, or

science assessment in general, needs to be further investigated. With the new

curriculum and common testing in mind, I hope that there will be an effort
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made to test students' understanding of science and not just their rote

memorization of scientific facts. Once the new curriculum is available, the

textbook publishers must design textbooks that stimulate the students natural

curiousity, and the teachers need to do the sarne.

Further resea¡ch should investigate the way assessment is done in

schools. The memorization of facts for written tests does not encourage the

kind of leaming that should be taking place in schools. Finally, a more

effective system of evaluation should be desigued to acconnpany the new

curricuhtm.

Teachers of science who attempt to meet the challenge of the new

curriculum would find it helpfrrl to have a conrprehensive (good)

understanding of the history and philosophy of science in order to meet the

needs of their students in the next century. Without a sens€ of where we have

come frorn, it \Ã¡ill be difficult to know where we are going.
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l. Continental Drift þages 174-185)
2. Eartlrquakes þages 214-226)
3. Volcanoes þage s227 -239)
4. Mountains þages 240-250)
5. Technolory þages 185-194)
6. Plate tectonics þages 195-207,251)
Team Reports
l.Oral preìentation- 5-10 minutes- l0 marks
2. Written handout - 250-500 words with title, date, names of team members

- 10 marks
3. Tests at 3 weeks and 6 weeks for 50 marks each.
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Darmstadt in southern Germanv
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element by bombardinglead atoms
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accelerator.
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elements. But in the last half
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nuclear theories and technology
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The team said it fi¡st detected the
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producing four more atoms.
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Continentai ffi - Pang¡ea 9-4 DecT:94

The theory of continentål drift çças fi¡st pondered b-v Ben Fi¡rrkün- in his time Bcns idea çvoidd h¿ve
scemed insane. Todav this theory wouid be incredibþ'beliweable.

Sciennsts have srudied the theorv of conunentål drift for manv vee¡s and rnaav scientists
beliere that there onc€ was a supcr continenr. This supcr continent rvas n¡¡ued Pangaea meaning:

-{ll-Lands. Åccording to thc theory úre land broke up and drifted over mån1'miüions of 1.ears to
their present ståte.

When vou look at a map of the earth the continents lcok like pieces of a jigsaw pqzzle.
Thel-ail seEm to lit together neaú_v. The most appârent b the eastern coast of Sou¡h Ämerica, it
is almost the eract reciprocal of the w€stern coast of Africa-

I¡ fact ea$'paieontologisa thought that there was a land bridge corneci'ng South .\merica
& .{äca. This v;æ bæa';sc thcn' fb'&d snnil¡r fossils on Lh.c ccasts of Scu¡h .r.menca & .Åfica. This

supports the theory because it wor¡id be logicai to beliwe that the trvo continents werc once
corurected less lüie[v by a land bridge. This was further supported by the scientists & geologrsts

rvho found as predicted the date of rocks from Brazil shov"'ed the same geologic prodnce that
çvere present in AfricarSp; /"r s rLút ícn't¡tþ rçr- t Ât"t^ Â-rqr<¡. .

idorks C,td------
Uøft ¡t1ql<¿lar. i-a.n¿\ Aá,r ¡i.{-, FJu laliã'*tt fr..1o.r.- Fr!L6, lgis

\*r-I"hr.. g¿dl ," *t-t,-" , Ner¡yôr{¿

. :l i\\,¿ç,^!l\orr^^, +C<rrrpa,rrq ,t111O,^*T:O'*,@
I låtryov{¿: Hfrna¡neÊom^

r{ofiTH
ALERfCA

<\.>\
lr1à q\0d

Simila¡ geology found or

of North Amenca. Euro
iindi""t. that thev were ,-:_

sotfH l
\ AMERIcA ..i,
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Eorttrq¡qkcc - Foq¡¡a & Eptcer¡ler 
Jon' 13' 1995

94

Ihe focus of on eqtttcn de b on und€rgrot nd po&ttyþe the
releqse of occumulcted presflre b€gÉns. Ihe releosed en€rgy{Nîov€s
orrh^/Gd from the focr¡s øtd cdong |tte fqrlt pbte.

The epicenter of crr es{hqude k or¡ he grúoce of ft€€or{tr
eecflyóovejtp focr¡s- Itús bwts€ fre danæe b ü¡egrêcúes*.

Scienfists t;srrdy r.lse lnfqrnolirn frorn ltree or rnore seisrnogrophs
in ttree cffierent kccotiors to ccdctdote the <fsts¡ce beñresr {he
epúcenter oñC seisrnoSrcpts by recccfrrg ttre cfifference befweer¡ lf¡e
ofrivol firres of P¡rqves ond S¡rqves. Since one ff¡€Ìc!$retnent corr¡ot
tellscienflsb tt'h¡ch direclion fhe epicenter b locotecl lhey chqlfl circj6
qound tfie seismognopfs usíng fhe selçrnogr@hs os the center. The
colculoted dÍstonce befween the epúcenter ond seismogroph b used os
the rcdûr¡s of füe circle. Ihe locolbn of the epicenter is wtrere the
dfferent circles intersect.

Wdksqþd
Vo€rt, Gegtry. Predlcflno ffihqJokes. New Yølc ffidln Wctts, Inc., 1989.
Kr¡cñ, Ernest J.. ef qL Heoth Scfrsnce tXnpndqrs 9. D.C. fl€dh Cotrods Ltd..
I 99e

EÀRTHQÜÀKES
'tsoNÀl{I ' S'

À lsunani is a tern used to descrlbe large qev€s ge¡¡er:ated
by undersea earthguakes- When sn earthguake. starts, the ocean
f loor tilt causLngr Tsunauj.'s-

Tsunani's can sonetlnes reach speeds of up to 72EKm/h to
SOOKm/h. lsunami's can also reach heights of up to 30 meters
hlgh. lsunami's have been knos¡n to destroy entlre coastal
sett l enen is .

the seve, oc Tsunami t o? iginates out at sea being only e
foot or so hlgh. Às it gets closer io the shore rt Ioses speed.
.\s lt sroç¡s do¡¡n, tne helght of the r¿ave increases causing huge
seves known as Tsunami'g.

Tsunami's xnost cf ten occur around 'l--he "RÍng cf Fire" ç¡hrch
!s Iocated around roost of the ?acrf ic ocean.

Approxlmately 40 Tsunani's have occurred rn the past f60
years on the l{awatian islands. This is most lj-keIy because i+- is
along the coast of t-he Pacrf !c oceãn.

.WORKS CITED'
"Tsunanl's" c D-RoM. Encarta Electronrc Encyclopedia. rgg3.
Czerneda, Et A1. S"t . HeaLth
Canada Ltd, !993.

?-6



Eorihquokes, Volconoes, ond Mountoin Ronoes

Flgure ó-10 By finding the epicentre. scientists
con dètermine where on eorthquoke is likely to
hqve hod the greotest effect on people.

23

Flgure ó-l I The epicentre of this eorthquoke in
southwestern Suebec wos locoted using doto
from three seismogroph stotions.
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Tsunamis: The
killer seawaves
Whole villages in co¿siai áreas
in soulheåsi lndonosia were

wrpod ouf by hug€ oosan waves

trilg€r€d Ç a poverlul
earlhquake üa measurêd 6.8

on the RiJle¡ scde. The

waves. called tsunanis' wor€ as

hþh as 80 fe€t and swept as lar

as 1,000 feet inland.
Here is an examPle ol how

a tsunaml deveþps:

Sea_

l€\rd

Eârfl
dåtÊs

'SÉ,maí¡bere1
ggnerå€d by
massive mdsralsr
eanhoud<es and
are common aound
the Pacifc-
r lho d€strudivo
waves can trav€l at

more than 435 mPh.

---o-I Approâchtnga
coast, the waves sk

rJown. bunch uP art
rise. They may nse

hkJh as a len'storY
building.

¡ When the waves

break, they can cat
greal destruct¡on.

fields and other open areas s
tents in a tropicål rainstonn' lt
fu¡tlpr collæses ot buücungs

cials said.
The quake desroved gover

buildines, schools' mr'

churchés and shoPs in Maume

Laranntka"

Rescuers search ttrough nùble

after quake kiils I,?Szlndonesians

Coastal
vittages
wipedout
ñ
ú AXÁRTA-RESCUERS dug in
I srected hd¡ses dd hrildings

t.l vesteday sea¡ct¡¡g fm sr¡rvÊ
vors of a poserfi¡t erthqt¡åke úd
kiledãt lår USapeaþ in ltrd@e-
sia tl¡e eovernn€tsakl

úun¿I.e¿s of people were injured
when the quake rocked the E¿st

Nusa Tengfrra Province of flores
islånd SåtudÂy afternoon, officials
said

Whole villages in coastal areas
were wíped out bY huge oc€an

waves c¿used.bY the quake' said
Hmdrik Nai, a spokesma¡r for the

rescue ooeration The waveq called
tzunamlwere as higü as 25 metres
and swept as far as 300 metres n-
l¿n4 he said.

Nai said the tremor wrecked
about 80 p€r cent of the buüdings,in
Maumere, a town of ¡10,0fi) on the
eastern part of the island. About

1.120 of the known deaths were m
Maumere, the Provinicial gover-

ndsoffrce rePorted
Pocr cm¡imlcatbs hanp€red

tle catherbg of infqoximftm
rc¡nctë oa¡ts of rc islad'a Pø e
pr¿s-ercwing ar€a abq¡t 1'6æ td¡o-
metres east ofJ¿lqrta

The earthquake measrned 6.8 on

ttre Ricåter 
-sc¡le 

said I¡donesian
officials-

The US. Geoloeicål SurveY in
Menlo Pa¡k Calif- measured it at
75. A quake of thåt maPitude is c+
pable óf causing widesprea{ t¡eavy
d.mâge:

covl He¡drik Fer¡andez visited
Maumere Yesterday and was

shocked by the devastation, spokes-

rnan J. Gadidjou said.
"All ou¡ dèvetooment effons for

the last 25 Years have disaPPeared

in just one daY," Gadidjou quoteo

the governorâs sayrng.

Gaitidior said ships were c:rrylng
voft¡¡reirs, fæd atrd medicine from
ne¿rby towDs to the damagedåre¿s'

ReJ:r¡e work was hinciered bY af-
tershocks that occurred about every
five minr¡tes rmtil around midnight
Saturday nighg Nai said.- 

Ivtost'peoPte sPent the night in

----4--
* Thewsvcsrþve
inland lrom d€€p
oca.rn b *tã¡!cìv
w"at6f, growing lalg€r.
I Indiv¡dualwaves
may occur d
int€rvab ol 15

minútes. or 125 m¡l€s

apaÍ.
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T!DAt WAVE / A deadly ,mountain, 
of water

swqt Newþundlanders to an oo ¿tt""t¡, arotn

Sand, pebbles
ffiray solve ríddle
of 19Zg quake

BYKEVINCOX
Atlantic Bu¡eau

Point au GauI, Nfld.
BOUT 7:30 p.m. on the
moonlit evening of Nov.
18, 1929, sevár-vear-old
Norah Hillier hea¡d a toud

'The wreckage was five feet high
in places . . . it was only good fär
matchwood, " M¡. Hillier said.

Word of the disaster did not reach
St- John's for several days becaue
telegraph lines we¡e down and there
were no roads into tåea¡ea-

Doctors eventually treared more
than 50 injured or sick people. The
hund¡eds of suryivors weré helped
by a $250,000 fund donated bv other
Newfoundlanders.

_ Sixty-five years later, Mr. Ruf_fu* T -still piecing together the
story ot the e¿rthquake from eideriy
survrvors a¡d from a layer of pinl
pebbles and fine sand tlat he^and
lds. Tl¡ttle have discovered that the
udal ware Ieft in peat bop.,

The Geological Suwe-y of Canada
says zuch an incident occurs buce.
every 1,000 years. But lvfr. Rufuan
sar9, no .one c¡n.explain why the-
earthflua-keoccr¡redwhe¡eitdid- -.
-.It "jr¡st is ¡s¡ 'md¡nqþod.àsallr.
Ft Elt'There isao'obvisus'å¡¡jt :

ingThesemay be åuls thatËcj b"¡k
millions of years. Ifyoutd.lõked at:
the geology even with'our modem
understanding you wouldn't,:have

roar, Iooked out,of the window of
her Newfoundland outport home a
few metes Éom the sea-and thought
she saw. thousands of sheep riding a
mountai¡ ofwater.

What the terrified child witnessed
was the foam on the deadliest and
most destr¡ctive tidal wave in Ca¡a-
dianhistory.

Thè wave, caused by an undenva-
ter earth-gua.ke 350 kilometres away,
lnlled 29 people, including serái
young children and elderlf people
who drowned in wooden hom-es tñat
q¡ere swept into the frieid Atlantic
Octan off southeasem-Newfound-
Iand. The only other death attnlbuted
to an earthquake in Canada occured
inVancowerin 194ó-.

"We saw aII tfi is whiæ coming and
I.crid'Oh, all the sheepl' It seãm€d
t¡e v¡ater was mountains high,,,
Mrs. Hillier recalled in a rec.ot iñter-
view. "In a matter of seconds we
were uP to our waists in.water. . . .
My oldest sister pushed shut the
door a¡d we all held onto the doors.
waiting for someone to rescue us.
We were sô frightened. We didn't
knowwhatitwas-"

- The sevea-metre-high tid:l wave,
rrrown as a tsunamr, was produced

9y^. *5u_ug fanhquake measuring
7 .2 onúe Richter scaie. abour l8 küI
ometres below the floor of the north
Atlanric. it was bigger than the l9g9
garthquake in the Oakland Bay-San
Francisco a¡ea that registered 6.9 on
the Richterscaie, killed more rhan 50
people and caused $I0-billion in
property damage.

Ttc 1929 quake was felt as fa¡
away as Berrnud¿ and portugal and
iwept a man to his death off Cape
Breton. But its chief impact was ìn
the narrow bays of the Burin pemn_
suia, where the wave first hit land.

Unnl the late 1980s there was finle
dooyngnatrqn of ,h.,li:ïl.: 

t:_

----.--

fffÍ* - earthquake in that loca-



'Ìii;'r';i'ì' ì,

ir,- ¡¡g¡IStAND,Indonesla(CÐ-Bo{. lnian¿, not one bultdlng hes wtth- of a. dead birby.found:ln a treó. O[ner
i;resiñË iññilti*e'e-s,'û" iõãitòred on thb stoø itre nrry ot ihe earthq-uake or the bodles hung fÌom.branehes. The dome of
round õr float off the coest of thls once. weves. .. . ,. a nrosque lay on me ,gro!¡.no:

-'äanqul! lslend, whe¡e ?ü) flshermen Indoliestan troops beg4n mass burlals Damages wei,e est[þäted at the equlv-
:and fhelr femllles dled as glant tldel to orevent thè soieadãf dlsease. The alentof$98mllllon.Cdn.'1.;.' .,

.:waves spawned by an earthqueke roercd prdvlnee's mllltäry. commander, Maji The CanadlànjEmbâÈdrlln .Jakarte
¿ashore; . (þn; Suwar.dliicsld thi¡ troops would also :' has JrovlãeA t¿r,mo tô,U¡iIcEF for fe- ;

,,'j,,:' fadje'Djafar, n vltlage ehlef on Bebl help to cle.an the debrls and put up new llef iupplles to bé used foi essentlál sup-
llsland, salâ he lost hll wlfe end three homes for the homeless. ';-' " : , plles llke tents,,blankets; fogd eñd. eloth- .

¡lñtjãr,in, tnctu¿lng e beby. .- FtftÍlsoldlôri.begen dlgglng rirass ing. ', 
, '.;: :-,, i :

?lt'';iïü;;ï k"ñwlr;i"io ¿o, beeause st""òïäiiär6[.'lrñg;;l.e meny, many so rai no cenåålans h¡ive båen re-
il dant waves $'ere comlng ftom the sea: I more bodles tP _g!¡ry.'': 6ald one. . . portef among the;casualtles, the Eiter-, .

' saved myself by ellmblng one of the blg I , ReÈcueistÈpoke:ln, hushg{.yhlspers nal Affalrs Dqpq[t$9gtl,89ldi]r, ,t,..Í :"
' doeonut trees," he sald.

- "I Just don't know how I survlved,"r
sald a flsherman called Narslsus. "Il,

' found myself plueked up and thrown on¡:
the beech. It was llke the whole vlllageì.
was uprooted." , .,.,,1

Ee lost hls fathe¡; mother and slstersr,i
'when the quake struek off the coast ofli
r'the east Indoneslen lsland of Flores on'i;
' Saturday, sendlng huge walls of water i
crashlng on to the maln lsland and I
swamping Babl. , 

ì

The goverrior of East Nusa lenggara-ì:
. provlnce, Eendrlk F'ernandez, sald the i

deeth toll hed reached &484 by late lest I
'nlght,
I .' The death toll lncluded the ?00 deed:1

on Babl lsland, where only 300 sur:,'{

.r/' I

,,,/

/

,.;ilved. : ii:; 
',The oneèezure waiers around Babl, i

. northeast of the town of Maumere on li
: Flores lsland, ere dlscolored by bloodrl
;, and the mud thrown up the earthquake., :

",i,fi' ,;
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From vnielson Fri Dec 2 13:59:16 L994
Received: by, access.mbnet.mb.ca id 442058 I
(5.6?bllDA-1.4.4 forvnielson@ninet.gov.mb.ca); Fri, 2Dec,l994 l3:59:14 -0600

Date: Fú 2 Dec 1994 l3:59:14 4600
From: Val Nielson <vnietson@ldll'tET. gov.MB. CA>
Message-Id: < I 994 I 20 219 59 . AA20 5 8 1 @acces s. mbnet. mb. ca)
Subjecu qed943 3 3NOV05.NOV26
Apparently-To: vnielson@inet.gov.mb. ca

Status: O
X-Sþn¡s:

UTC TIME LAT LONG DEP GS MAGS SD STA REGION AND COMMENTS

HRMNSEC MB MSZ USED

NOV 05

021601-0 s7.209S 157.780E 10G 6. L 6.2 r.1 29 MACQUARIE ISLANDS REGION.

Mw 6.6

Dep 20.0; Principal a¡tes: (Ð VaF8.99, P155, Aæt:L; (ìÐ Val=0'37'

Pl58l, Aæ239; (P) Val:9.36, Plg-/,Azm:91; Best double couple:

Me-i.2r10r*18 Nm; NPI: Strikæ136, Dip:81, Sli52; NP2: Strikæ226,

Dip88, Slipl7l. Ceutroid, Moment Tensor (HRÐ: Ceutroidlocation:

Origintime 02:16:10.9; Lat57.37 S; Lon 157.21' E; Dep'26.4;t{alf'
duration 3.6 sec; Principal a"xes: (T) Val=3.97, P1513, Azm:356; (N)

Val:0.13, Plg{7, At¡¿23} (P) Vat-3.84, P1519, Atn4l;Best double

couple: Mo:3. 9* I 0* * 1 I Nq, NP 1 : Strikæ I 3 3 ; Difi7, Slip=-4; NP2:

süike*z4, DiF86, SliSl 57.

04t244.5? 42.86 N 128.68 W 10G
042216.1 31.665fi 116.215\il' sG

0.4 41 0rr coe.ST OF OREGON
0.6 36 BAJA CALIrOnnr¡, MEXICO. ML

(

t
ì

3.2
\

\ (GS).
' 04s730.4* 7.49is zs.76tw 134D4.6 0.8 3oNoRTHERNPERU

085M3.6yo45.016N 6.9958 5G 0.4 5 FRAIICE- ML 2.0 (GEI'¡-)'

095041.3t 43.834N 128.454W 10G 0.4 28 oFF COAST OF OREGON

095329.4t 43.142N 147.7558 33N 4.6 1.5 17 KURIL ISLANDS
105215.7 10.823N 141.286E 33N 5.3 5.2 1.0 93 WESTERN CAROLINE ISLAIIDS

t20528.7 9.3075 71.391W 5g4D 5.6 0.9 187 PERU-BRAZIL BORDER REGION.

Mw
5.6 (HRÐ. Centroid, Moment Tensor (HRÐ: Cenroid location: Origintime

Principal o<es: (T) Ya!:3.42,P1F+, Aæ176;(N) Val:0.69, Pl5i5,
Aon:185; @) Val-2.73,P1g=75, Azm:19; Best double couple:

Mo=3.1*10ttl7 Nq NPl: Strikæ2l, DiF43, Slinóg; NP2: Strikæ172,
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Earthquake I nformatton

Recent Global Events

The following near-real-time Earthquake Bulletin is provided by the National Earthquake Information
Service (NEIS) of the U. S. Geological Survey as part of a cooperative project of the Council of the
National Seismic System. For a desc¡iption of the earthquake parameters listed below, the availability of
additional information, and our publication criteria, please finger qk-info@eldfs.cr.usss.sov. Updated as
of MonNov 27 1l:12:50 MST 1995.

DATE- (UTC) -TIME

yylmm/dd hh:mm: ss

95 / rr /22
95/rL/22
95/lr/22
95/rr/22
95/Lr/23
9s/rr/23
95/rr/23
95/rr/23
95/rr/24
95/rr/24
95/Lr/24

04:15
07:55
12247
L3:21
00:40

LAT

deg.

28.54N
29.06N
28.4lN

3.03N
44.50N
41.50N
40.29N
29.19N
42.885
31.82N
40.64N

1I
31
o2
54
22
44
13
I1
54
11
38

04 :41

LON

deg.

34.758
34.808
34.67E
96.01E

129.t3W
142.518
14 3. 338

34 .538
112.01E
116. 69W
12?.11W

95/rr/24
95/rr/24
95/rr/24
95/Lr/25
95/Lr/25
95/rr/26
95/rL/26
95/rL/21
95/rr/21
95/rr/21

I4
18
06
08
08

13
01
18
t1
zo

I
y¡
{': |$*

ì;lìt

DEP MAG

km

10.0 7.2Ms
10.0 4 . 6Mb
10.0 4.8Mb
33.0 5.8Ms-
10.0 4 .OMb
33.0 5.OMb
33.0 5.OMs

16
l7
21
04

UJ
t1

03
05
15

43:43 28.78N 35.1lE 10.0 4.8Mb A VùESTERN ARABIAN PENINSULA
¿q
49
05

T2
31
01
01
04
Jþ

:21
:04
:54
:08
i ¿tt
;52

O COMMENTS

Select one of the locations above for a map of that area. Or see the locations of the 5 largest rnagnif.udes
on a map of the world.

44.39N
51 . 31N
26 .7 63
4 4 . 39N
12.87S
28.08S
51.82N
22.845
44.52N

This message brought to you
NMH, and the Department o

B
c
B

B
B

A
A

:59
:26
:58

10.0 5.2Ms A EGYPT
10.0 6.4Ms B SOttTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
11.72.9Md W
ro.o 4.4Mr A ffirn

149. r3E
179.12W

26 .928
149.178
L66.2'tE

6?.13W
173.69W
?0.08Ír

r49.27F,

EGYPT
EGYPT
EGYPT

file:///Al/i¡fo1

tl

33.0 6. 4Ms
33.0 5. 6Mb
5.0 5. lMb

33.0 5.OMb
33.0 5.8Mb

196. I 4 .9Mb
33.0 4 .7¡4b
33.0 5.3Mb
33.0 6.OMs

OFF E COAST OF HONSHU

A
A
C

B

B
B

KURIL ISLANDS
ANDREANOF ISL, ALEUTIAN IS.
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
KURIL ISLANDS
SANT}. CRUZ ISLANDS
MARGENTINA

NEAR COAST OF NORTHERN CHILE

the finger server: quakeGgldf s . cr . usgs . gov, with the assistance of

A KURIL ISLANDS

JAPAN

at Carleton University. Ottawa.
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Japan
Hundreds die,
thousands hurt
Reuters-AP-CP

/^ SAKÀJAPAN-Apower-
t I f,ll earthquake nimule¿
\-f thmugh ce¡rtral Japan this
morning, killing at leâst 439'peo-
ple, injuring thpusands and caus-
ing aparunent buildinæ and a ma-
jor expressway to collapse.

Police said about 400 people
were still eapped in the rubble of
coilapsed buildings four hours af-
ter the tr€mor, which struck as
many residents were starting their
commute to work in the industrial
heartlandof Japan.'

The quake caused damage in the
major Japanese cities of Osaka,
the coutry's second:largest, the
ancient imperial:capital of Kyoto
and Japan's main western port of
Kobe.

Japan's NHK television put the
death toil at 513. Government offi-
cials said more tian 13,000 people
were injured.

No Canadians were reported
hurtü the hours immediately fol-'
lowing the quake, said Stephane
Jobir¡ press officer at the Cana-
dian Embassy in Toþo.

r-w

6 þ¡s hengs from llanshin Expressway in westem Japan after eafhquake struck. aP ffi
Wilf Wakely, trade commis-

sioner for the B.C. government in
Koþ sent a fax to Victoria saying
hewas

tackled gas leaks in
cities and offduty

were called in

oozens 0r

burning in all three cities and
yawning gaps in the eievated Han-
shin Epressway which connects
OsakatoKobe.

About 50 cars plunged off the ex-
pressway which was buckled in at
ieåst three locatio'ns near Kobe.
Police óaid at least two motorists
died and 20 were injued as their
cars were flung fmm the express-

way or drove into the gaps in the
hþhway.

Ten tains were derailed by the
tremor, which measured 7.2 on the
open+nded Richter sc:le, the big-
gest earthquake to stri-ke central
Japan for 47 years.
The Japan Meteorologicai

Agenry said the earüquake mm-
bled across the centre of Honshu

Island from the Japan Sea to t
Pacific Ocean at 5:¿16 a.m. (2.

p.m. CST). Its epicentre was
cated about 20 kiiometres bene¡
rhe isla¡d of ewaji#ihdlfulúch
about 30 kilometres oTf,theþþt
Kobe. -';'-. ,. i[_

Experts have been w@ing.ot
possrble major earthqua$ f-ct t
Dast lew weeKs.

dazed ¡ëffitðnts in pqjamas wan-
dering streets in Kobesmail fi¡es
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Rescuers race
t-ruinst clock
as quo,ke traps
hundreds

OBE, JAPAN - Rescuers
dug desperately through
rhe rubble todav for survt-

vors after a powerful quake tore
through parts of western JaPan,

killine more than 2,000 People top-
aüng-buridings and touching off
iaslng fires.

úuñare¿s of people '.r'ere still
irappeci in crumbled buildings-

! Brarrcion dad relieved / A4

t Thousands homeless / A5

Folice satd 2,014 PeoPle were
\noun de¿d bY mrdday toda':¡,

i.058 rvere missing and ll.9Z ut-
I ured.

\fotonsts perished as thei¡ cars
skidded off coilaPsing highwavs.
Tracks and bridges for JaPan's fa-

' builet trains were damaged
L ./ enough to beoutofaction for
months. Hundreds of thousands of
survrvors stnrggled to live wíthout
electricity, gas or water.

Manv of the fires touched off bY
:he qúake ran out of fuel and
burned themselves out.

Hardlv a block in Kobe. an tndus'
:¡ral pon crtv of l.'1 mrllion oeople.
iad a house or buildurg rntact'

),fan-v streets were reduced to

rries of rubble bY the strongest
iuake to strike an urban area of Ja-

ian srnce 1948.

0saka. JaPan's second-largest
crtv which is across the baY from
Ko'be. was a.lso heavtiY damaged
bv rhe !|g34gg5þ quake that
-truck'6êTffi-dawi vesteroav.
lhe ,.rreckage ertencied 80 kilome-
-ies nonhtqest oi Kobe to the sa-

:reci temples and statues oi the an-

: nrougn tnls mornmg.
\o Canadians rvere reported tn-

i. said Jennifer Sloan. a For-

--, Affairs spokesrvoman ui Otta'
.:r. ihere are more tha¡ I-100 Ca-

riìoÉns tn the areå'
',bout LL\0.000 Peopte sÐent lasl

ì:gnt rn emergencv shelters
I don t rva¡t lo go rnstcie a build-

.rg. 'lre mrddle-ageo rilan salo.

-_F

ì-l

,-Ð,-{{

than

A truck lies on its side after plunging from the collapseci Hansirin Expressrvav near Kobe
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Magnitude # K¡lf€d

72
7.5
8.1
7.8
7.8
7.7
7.9
7.5
82
7.1
8.0
8.3

.: ;

Itoie: A-tsqn:Ug car¡seO¡Í a q¡ake ofi t¡e northeadern coast killed 2.990 m Marcfi ¿ 1933
G ì-

ouor'1,8[10
2
I
200
1

104
52
26
33
5,131

¿000
100,000

G
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Majon quakes in Japan,this century
: . -.::.1:-.._._Locatlon .'--.Ì':,æ.

Pr ,..Kobe .:Ës'-.
Hecf¡inohe l, t*
Hokkaido and Krih 1s.,,'
Okush¡ri, Hokka¡do
Kushiro, Hokkaidó

Date

Jan.17,1995
Dec.28, 1994
Oct 4, 1994
July 12, 1993
Jan.15, 1993
May 25, 1983
May 16, 1968
June 16, 1964
frlarcf¡ 4,1952:
June 28, 1948
Dec.21.1946
Sept.1,1923

Expefis sey powerful aftershffik
n'ill strike in comins wæk

-ët 

ù I v\./ir

AsåaúedPress
TAITOKTO - EVEII as Japan
I stnrggled to cope with 

- 
an

I. earthquake that shattered the
western port city of Kobg quake
watchers warned that more power-
ful jolts couid be onthe way.

"The movement of active faults
like this one would trigger other
movements," said Kazuo Oike, a Kv-
oto Universiqv seismologlst.

In the weeks before Tuesdav's
earthquake, Japan had an unusnbt
arnount of seismic activiw.

IQtsuyuki Abe of Tokyô Universi-
tt's Seismology Insntr¡te said there
was a good chance that aftershocks

witharys@wdstr&ñrteæ¡æ*.
lVtiþttEsæad,Td$otrd

the northetn islÐd of Hddcaido
have suffered a series of quakes in
the past few years, the western rÈ
gion around the commercial hubs of
Osaka and Kobe has been nearly
quake'free for some 40 years.

That may be about to ciunge.
Oike of Kyoto University said this

qeke marb dæ wt of a sersmi-
calty acti{re gùæ fu csrddflættwo
or tlree ddes. in t{ìe short terrn,
Oike said big afrerdrods arc likeiy
to shake the regionarqlrid Kobe for
the next several rûon&s.

AfilTqryKole
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Ëarthquake devastates
Kobe, surroundinE area

ÁPrwrî. J. Casæflo. Ksi TdB
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People carrf ing relief goods pass a twisted railrvay track on their rva-v to Kobe.
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buddv
.J

Cyber

inetr real names. buf rt isn't
lequtred. nor even exnected.

j'liis has grr.cn nse in ,t ,t..,,,
.leai oi specuiatron abour ihe
.cqrtrmacv r¡i chat sites on the'rïeb. íf i'ou caughr Saturdav
. ,l!¡ht I-tve iast rveekenci. r.ou
.:r\\"ilìc skit al¡out people pre_
-ünorng to be sorneone thev arc
:: ri I..'.,:n genrle r srçanpino is
. , t .. :ìt,.je tì uj Ui)que on sotne'.t. 

¡-.iì -ltc{ 'l-ile S\1, skir cap-'.:l'cJ :: '. crv rçe il.
j',1;r ìer nle te ii vou ai:our.Jon.
,iln ¡i¡iri I ntct on thc \\¡en rn

..rl i ,. L;cce nlircr'. i iearneti rn.t

, i-¡te lne ne):t aiternoon. i
reacj ¡he 1:rsr rvire reports about
the earthouake in Japan - the
nne that n,rci 'ust ahout u.rne.:
Kribe or'i rhe iace oi rhe Earrn'fhar e',,enrns, I loeged on the
Ner and leit ,Ion a message. I
sald I',-l heard ¡bout the orr.rkc
¡nd hooeu he t,,es ,lx. i ¡'läîì:

a con\¡ersatton about the base_
ball s¡rrke. and horv the Japan-
ese press had been speculatinq
on u'hich major ieague stars
\\'ould -çhorr, up over there rf rhe
Ìabor oisnule conrrnued. ,Jon
',\'as ¿ì f :'dJi l¡n rti nasebail.

, cxpect a re-çDonse nght a\!.a\

ntonl i l¡rooprl in Lr¡ri''.,'
l-/ lor í: nìessage irom ,Jrtn
\"() responsc. l'llat uas uncìer.
standable. eL)mrnuntcations
ì1'ere rir)\r.rì i'he cttV rVas in

in Japan logs off

NeÉ drives hoxÏße
dËs&s.ter trealiÉy
fÍ.1HIS IS ri sr,rr.'.. lbour rhe

I Sunran srce rtf compurrnu.
- -r- ..1DOut ;neell:ls people rn

f ¿rr-a\\'av piaces. about usrne
iechnoiogr' Ìo com mrrnlc:ì¡e.
.,i.out r--:¡;:;nq : :.:cru) .r.nti
:tÌro¡¡J i'¡';1i rr

iÌea.lct': ir: i' '.r.r,ji ¿j\\'efe r)r nli
:)iìsston l(,1'i:¿ iiltel-net. i see it
lus the grear Ìer.ei oiavrng field.
:fnet'e nutnân:ii J¡n comrnunl_
J:iÌc. u):Ciì¡ìtìiu :,ic.i:, ii¡tri c.. rn
:ndulee:n r ì:::le fL'c:.eíìtt(rn iìni
ùnteftalnm en t.'f 

he .\ct o: ier-ç srt ntucil
l-llc Intel'net s \¡,-,,r-id \\'iilc

\i'eb is l llcir tl.easur-e. it
;rifords an onDOrtunr¡\. iìrr. iht,
il.) mlllirrn nci,inie :r:..ri:n,i nt,,
.roilLl i,, n() r::c, i tìt, .'iL:i ir)
rrdmlre 0:lcil Ui ltL't. ( :tccí)nl-
1ilSnme1t. :':::j:..d :lìdlr- Lit¡)t.t
eOmlnqS. :ú1, iiìùll' )t)iilll -,r
;-.arttcuiarll il,ri cilm nìorirt,,
, nesc (ti¡\'r ,:ìri qúnL.t.tìÌi'.

Pihichyn
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A rescuer carries a dog out of the rurns of a destroved
house in Kobe, Japan, yesterday. The six-month-old
golden retriever was rescued 18 davs after an earth-
qqg\e rocked the western Japanese port city. Today, a
müd earthquake, with a magnitude oi 4.S, hii northeãst-
ern Japan. There were.no reports of damage or injuries.



Department of Geological Sciences Outreach
Coordinator: Jeff Young

School: Acadia Junior High
Level: Grade 9 / Senior I
Date: January 26,1995
Time: l:00 to 2:30 p.m.

Additional Notes

In addition to f¡e handout yesterday I have received a call f¡om the teacher who would like tours of the
seismic vault a¡rd the seismograph. This means thu the schedule. as previously plarured, must be changed.
To accommodate this request, the students will be broken up into three groups. These groups will visit
the (a) seismic vautt; (b) seismograph; and (c) Room 317 ro look ar ophiolitit rocks. Læaders will have
about l0 to 15 minutes to go over the topic. To do this three people will be stationed at each location and
tlle other tfuee leaders will tour the groups from one locuion to another. The people thal a¡e touring the
snldents between locations may have to field questions or enrertain the students while waiting u the next
location.

Loc¿tion 1: Seismic Vault

The seismic vault is located in the basement of the building. There are th¡ee long perÍod (west side of
room nearest the door) a¡rd tfuee short period seismometers (east side), plus an amplifier. In the seismic
vault, I suggest thar we cover the topic of earthquakes from the moment they are started (i.e. movement
on the fault) to the point where they are recorded by our seismometers. This meäN going over the sen_rp
of the vaull

The seismometers âre serup on aconcrete platform ttrat forms the top of a20 m long pillarthatextends
about I m into the bedrock. For both the short period and long period siesmometers there is a central
seismometer thar measures verLical motion flanked by two seismometers ttrat measure horizontal motion.
These seismometers are hooked up to an amplifier that incre¿ses the seismic signal. The vertical motion,
long period seismometer is hooked up to the seismograph in the foyer of ttre waltace Building. we use
th vertical motion seismometer, because most seismic waves thar witl reach us will have a distinct vertical
component, but a lesser horizontal component. On the seismograms in the foyer we reluivefy receive
strong signals f¡om the P-wave and lesser signals from the S-waves, because forP-waves. the rock vibrates
parailei to the direction of wave propaguion, which is relafively vertical when received here. For S-waves
the rock vibrates perpendicular to wave propagation, which would mean that they are moving relatively
horizontal when these waves reach here.

The magnitude of an earthquake is the a¡nount of energy released at the focus. Magninrde is determined
by measuring the amplitude of the peals on a seismograur that have been g"n"."i.d from a calibnared
siesmometer. The seismometers in the vault are not calibrated and therefore only determine the distance
to t}te ea¡thquake.

Location 2: Seismograph

The seismograph is iocued in the main foyer of the wallace Building and hooked up to the seismometers
in the seismic vaull The seismograph coruists of a rotaring drum thu records the movements of a pen that
sweeps across the drum. Each rotation of the drum is 60 minutes or I hour and the ticks on the sides of
the recording paper a I minute intervals. Therefbre, L.y quickty estimuing the difference in time befween
the P-wave and S-wave arrivat we can estimafe the distance to the earthquake. The p-waves travel faster
(4 to 7 kmisec) than S-waves (2 ro 5 km/sec)Relale the distance to rhe magnirude. I¡ other words. the
larger the amplitude Úlat we record is not necessanly related to the size of the earthquake, but also must

r



account for the distance and geology Y^

You may have to introduce the concepts of body waves G and S waves) and surtace waves (Rayleigh and
Love waves). The scaie thæ is most commonly used for the public is the Rircher Scale. Geotogists
generaily use the magnitude of the body or surface waves, which are similar in magnituJe to the Rircher
Scaie. AII of these sc¿les, will give a similar of magnirude. The scales are logarithmic, which mea¡s that
there is a lO-fold increase in the amplitude of the earth's vibrations, but not in the energy released from
the focus. An increase of 1 in magnitude indic¿.tes a¡r 31 times increase in rhe energy releæed. No
earthquakes will have a magninrde greater than 9 because this will exceed the strengtfi of the rock (ie. the
rock mæs will not be able to withstand the forces.

The recent earthquake in Japan is posted on the side. Please note that the earttrquake occurred along a
strike slip fault, but have both vertical a¡rd horizontal motion. Furthermore the displacement on the fault
was about I meter over an a¡ea of 50 km2. The earthquake occurred at a depthof 20 km. Most damage
was c¿used becaused of the two components of displacement, the reclamation of the sea in the bay and
the engineering of the older homes, aithough even the newer earthquake-resistent homes were unable to
withstand the shock.

Location 3: Ophiolites

There is suite of rocks from several ophiolites located in Room 317 (Af 's microscope lab), plus some rhin
sections that can be shown on the TV monitor. These srudents probably have a minimai knowledge (or
none) of rocks and minerals. They will know about convergent and divergent margins. Therefore I suggest
thu you: (1) introduce how geologists can get evidence of the oceanic crust; (2) how an ophiolite would
form (ie. oMuction); (3) the general structure of the oceanic crusl You may want to bring in some
chemistry (ie. Fe and Mg rich minerals, pyroxene and oiivine in the peridotites) to relare to the
composition of the mantle. You may also want to show a thin sectjon showing the different types of
minerals.

Tours

The formd for the tours are:

Harvey - locuions I,2 and 3

Angela - locafions 2,3 utd I

Joanne - locafions 3, 1 utdZ

The following people will be at the following locarions

Megan - Seismograph

Scon - Ophiolite

Jeff - Seismic Vault
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E,.FTHOUAK€ : Los AI{GELES. CA-IFoRM

OATE : LocÁL: FEg 28. ¡9æ
UTC : F€g 2e. 19S

OR¡GlflTlME : Loc¡r:5:.335s prr
UTC : ,Ba3 35,9

Aff R¡VÁIT|ME : Locir : 5S2 ptrr
uTc : 2352

LATTTUOE : 34.o rl

LONGTTUDE : tiz.€'.ï

AÍPIÍTUOE :55 Mg?
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.X.i¡ras oC,-Vofggnoes

À woleano, ocst peop.le thisjr 'tùaÊ a 'vp-¡fç.+p i.s 4 cg3[ë+jg¡1e.q
klnd of rcuntain. Actual-llr, there are tü¡Fee tffteç of voil¡çë4p,eS,
the À-sh-and-C!nde! cones (vólcanoes), Corrçrcsité wolcanoes' and
Shleld volcanoes. These three tlpes of volcanoes each have a
dlfferent shape and size-
1. Àsh-and-Clnder cones (volcanoes) - These Àsh-and-clnder
cones@afIattopandsIight1ywidebases.-These
volcanoes are formed by snall rõck materialsr- or a9hr. and big
rock cinders. À11 theãe mterials are exploded out the volc¿go
extremely vlolent and usually naklng a veiy thick cloud of soote.
There a¡ê snall and big part-icles that co¡e out of the volcÈno
while it is erupting. -T[re smaller particles are usually b-lown
away by the winä tai away from the éone- ?he largez peices just
fall oñ the base and nakãs -a sma].ler cone on ttre ba.se-

e4) Plu.aeuttn ( l'lexico)
2. Comoosite Volcanoed' -'TheÈ-e^'ëöirpòsitê-Volc.anoes ¡'7€ straped-
with @na is a higËer coneslae€d vgJca,no-. --Shis
klnd of volcano is forñed by layers-of ash anll lava tàaÈ' sJ,owly
flows out of the volcanoes õpen-ing. the lava tü.et colrejs or¡t of
the volcano is really thick an¿ réally stiqey so if its lilce
thls, the lava just sometioes get stuck bgfore coring out- tfow
thls:can cause óressure and thén forces the volcano to erupt i,n a
dangerous way. -The solid peice that was stuck would have popped
out I eq> Yrt 5f. llelqb ( u,s-A')
3 Shield Vo1cãnoes - T'he Sheild volcanoes are shaped curved
: )m ffither side- These side slopes are very
, rtle looking tlke a sheild on its curved side upr thats 4V..'; ]y were naméd the Sheild volcanoes- The lava flows out of the
v.iêano easily because it has such a wide base. These volcanoes
have really wide bases but still can grow_to.9 v_eTy ttigi. heigtrt.
Thesp kindÊ of r¡olcãñôes hardlv eruot-violentlv ].ike the otberThese kinds of volcanoes hardly erupt violently li
kinds of wolcanoes because of tbe wideness.kinds of volcanoes because of tbe

ol É{""¡rìÍcrn fçla.n
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Vol0anÍc ashf rock drown Pinafubo's
'pride of the South Paciffic' votrcanic
ffi - 

%"ää:läiffir#rriåifit;ü'ir,"mesandare
fì ORT MORESBY, ftnua l'1ey Guinea -ùli{ sraying in rnakeshift cámpì away fmm the worst dam-

muckkills
us€d tear gas yesterday to deter looters in Rabaul ãeã. Mil 

"." 
foiui, 

"n 
in¿ig*oui people.

and turned back residents,trying to get bâck to Þotice turne¿ Uáct croñ¿s tr'ine io return to their at least 13wbat'sleftoftheirhomglaftervolcaniceruptions-. homes, a government statemeni qùoted Rabaul police
The governmentsaid it has not decided whether to re c¡mmándõr.¡ohnToeuataas sayinå.

build or abandon the port city' destoyed for the third - 
ftrã statemeni sridpotic" us¡il täar gas to halt looting

timein6Oyears butonlyfireditintreãir.
Rabaut on the Bis¡narck Sea about 8{Ð kilometres Trvppeoplehavebeenkilledinthedisaster.Aboywas

northeasi of Port Moresby, is Papua New Guinea's sixth run over by a car in the confusion of Monday's mass

la¡eest city. Considered the 'þride of the South Pacific,' evacuatiorl A man was stmck by lightni¡g from a thun'
it nõw fies-under millions of tonnes of ash and rock fmm derstorm touched off by the eruptions.

Winnipeg Free Press, Saturday, S€ptember 24, 1994

day but said there could still be flare-ups.

two volcanoes overlooking the ha¡bor. The city has been destroyed twice before this cennry
.in the Second World War by Allied bombing of Japa-World War by Allied bombing ofThe Tavurvur and Vi¡lcan volcanoes began enrpting - in the Second World War by Allied bombing of Japa-

Monday and their fiery glow is still visible at night. Ex- npse.4qvqlg¡1lair bases there and in i937 by an eruption
perts said the volcanic activity was decreasing yester- tbat killed 507 people.

AssoasfedPress

(-t AN FERNANDO, Phüip-
\ pioo - Steaming ava-
L,f lanches of volca¡ric de
bris cascaded down the slooes
of Mount Pinåtubo early yes-
terday, swamping a dozen vil-
Iages and killing at leåst 13
people, of ficials said.

Seven people were missing
after the volcanic muck swept
through 14 villages 32 kilomê
tr€s southeast of Pin'ãtubo. De-
fence Secretary Renato de
Villasaid.

Nine people died in Bacolor
and four bodies were recov-
ered in ne¿rby Porac, said [¡-
cia Gutierr(Z a social welfare
officer in Pampanga pmvince.' Tb towns a¡e about ó4 kilo

: lmg¡tsuorthsfM¡nil.ã
ì ¿t teast 1.0ü) buses were
i..burid in the amlanche re-
1 gronal disaster officials said-
i 'Volc¿nic debris is like quick-

's¿nd when wet but hardens
likecementasitdries.

Officiais said as many as
Ð,731 pæple were affected
but only about 20 per cent had
been evacuated to govern-
mentshelters.

Four members of one family
died after theytwere bumed
by the steaming avalanche.
said Diony Ventura, the re-
gionalpoiice chief.

Police ordered an evacua-
tion of the area just after mid-
night fo[owing rain earüer
Thursday on the upper slopes
ofthevolcano.

... "It came suddenly," said Lu-
cas Nuque, a mini-bus driver
fmm Bacolor who was among
hundreds of people seeking
shelter in San Fernando, a few
kilomehes north of Bacolor.

"I bolted from the window
and managed to save mY life

, by cünging to a bamboo tree,"
he said. Rescuers found him
still clutching the bamboo.
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Plate Tectonics - Magnetometers
January21,1ggs

Magnetometers are instruments used for measuring magnetic intensity,
especiallythat of the earth's magnetic field.

Magnetometers wene first developed during Wocld War l{ for tracking
submanines in ühe ocean. Now they are being dragged b€hind reseanch ships.
They measure and recond the magnetic patterrìs on úre ocean floon. i

By doing this, scientists discovered that there ace regular paffienns in the
nock of the ocean floon. There are 'stripes' of nock on the ocean floon they ane
stnipes of normal magnetism and reversed magnetism.

These stnipes are on both sides of the underwater nidges. The sbripes on
one side of the ridge match the ones on the other side of the nidge. The alternate
magnetism shows that the Earth's magnetic field has been nevensed many times,
[when moken lava pours oub of a faulu in the ocean, its iron minerals line up
according to the Earth's magnetic fieldl.

Magnetometers show us the stripes of magnetized rock and we assurne
that the Earth's magnetic field is sometimes reversed.

Using radioactive dating we can tell if the opposite stnipes ane of'the same
age. This information shows us thab the stripes far fror'r'r the ridges-are,older than
the stripes beside the ridge. This tells us thatthe two,plates'that.join at;that ridge
ane pushing away frnm each other and drey are leaving rnaErletÞed,stnipes of
hardened lava behind them.

The stripes that are the farthest fncm the ridge wene the firstto be formed
and the stnipes right beside the nidge ane fairly recent.

Works Cited
Czerneda, Julie E., eË al. Science Dimensions g. Canada: DC. Heath Canada, 1993
'Plate Tectonics' CD ROM. Plate Tectonics.
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PLÀTE TECTONICS TEST PAR-ENT SIGNATTJRE:

STUDENT NAME , flNSL,JIR 5H€trT
TRUE OR FAISE 15 MARKS) DATE: CI,ASS ¡

_ 1. Earthquakes are more conmon on the east coast of North
America than on the west coast.

_ 2. Seismographs at one location permit accurate determination
of the epicenter of an earthquake.

_ 3. Large buildings with steel frames are usually less damaged
than those of brick or stone in an earthquake.

_ 4. A suspended mass that tends to stay at rest is an
essential part of a seismograph.

_ 5. P waves travel faster than S v¡aves.

MIILTIPTE CHOICE (1 I,Í.ARK EACII) CIRCLE TTTE CORRECT ANSWER.

1. The seismic wave that reaches a seisnometer first is the
(S wave, body wave, P !.rave).

2. The term focus refers to the location of a(n) (observatory,
rock-break, Iens).

3. The mountain chains found on the sea floor are called
(rift zones, mid-ocean ridges, transform faults).

4. Most of the damage done in an earthquake is caused by the
(P, S, surface) waves.

COMPLETION (9 MARKS)

1. A) NAI'{E the three types of plate boundaries.
B) EXPTAIN the direction of movement at each one.
C) Give an EXAI,{PLE of each one (name a location).

NÀI¡ÍE EXPLANATTON EXAMPLE

1.

2.

LONG ANSVÍER OUESTTON: NAIÍE three different types of evidence that
support the continental drift idea and EXPLAIN each one.(6 l,tARKS)

B.



FILL IN TI{E BLANKS (20 MARKS)

In 1620, the scientist called noticed
that South America and Africa miqht fit together.The theory of
continental drift v¡as first proposed by
in about . IIe named Lne- supercõn arf
of the present-aay continents . ft existed about

nillion years ago. ft broke into two pieces called
in the north and in the

south. The fossil
is called
area is called

Earthquakes
call-ed a

plant that gives
, and

evidence of the southern piece
a fossil animal from the same

under the ocean mav cause a seismic sea vJave
which comes from the

language.@cated directly above úE
of an earthquake. To locate the epicenter, at least
seismographs in different locations are required" thréè kinds of
earthquake waves are and The,f

scale that measures eãffiquãkãs Fõãttea tne
scaIe. on January 17, 1995 there $ras a major eãiEnquãfe tnat
ki11edover5000peop1einthecityof-inthecountry
of _, that measured on the scale. On the same day
in 1994 there was an earthquake in California that only killed
about 50 people.

NAME SrX OF THE CONTINENTS oN THE FOLLOWTNG ÞfAP: (6 MARKS)
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six (6) plates
mark each : 3

5

fol lowingr map:
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